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WINNING OF A MAN
What Happened When a Real
Man Entered Upon Winona's
Horizon.

wondering why the girl's blue eyes
had narrowed In so peculiar a manner.
That was but the first of his won
dering. From the moment he and
Winona began to talk actual business
he was kept in a state of continual
surprise.
"She is a clever artist, be told him
self often when some particular bit of
designing was discussed. "And after
all the feminine mind should know
more about a home than the masculine."
Had Winona realized the praise that
Davenport was giving her In his mind
she would have been even happier in
those days of work when the bungalows were progressing at a splendid
rate. But she did not know It and
her heart was beginning to feel that
a real man had entered upon he
horizon.
Notwithstanding her first Impression
she knew now that John Davenport
was a man whom any girl could be
proud of winning. The close companionship and exchange of ideas gave
her' ample time to know him as she
had known no other man. He would
never Idle away his days on yachts
and motor and Winona smiled when
she tried to picture him at a cabaret
show or dancing the one-ste"And I think he likes me." she told
herself with a little happy sigh; "his
eyes tell me so."
She was high on her ladder painting fleecy clouds on the celling when
she heard his voice in the next room.
He was speaking with some one
whose voice was feminine and rich.
Winona, almost stopped breathing so
suddenly had the seeming position
struck her. The architect was stow
lng the bungalow to someone.
"I like this the beBt of all. dear,"
the feminine voice went on. jThe decorations appeal to me most' Could we
take this one or has it been soldT'
"No It 1b the last but one to go.
think we could be verv haDDV here it
is just big enough for you and me
isn't ltT I will make "arrangements
for the purchase this afternoon." He
turned suddenly and sprang into the

By HARMONY WELLER.
Winona sighed deeply. She felt that
her reasons for Blghlng Were many
and good.
In the first place Winona flrmly believed that the numerous suitors for
her hand were merely after her money.
She had not stopped to realize that
her eyes were gloriously blue and her
hair a shining mass of copper, nor did
she know that her character was lovable and her mentality above the average. All she reckoned on was the
fact that her money was a snare for
fortune hunters and she doubted her
swains, one and all.
Secondly, she sighed because she
had had a splendid art education, yet
wealth and social obligation had kept
her from manifesting her talent. Wl
nona had taken a course in interior
decorating and In her heart she felt
that she would reach supreme heights
of happiness If she were allowed to
dab paints on the walls of adorable
little bungalows.
Thirdly, she sighed and perhaps
she sighed deepest over the fact that
a real man, the kind that would take
her heart and life by storm, bad failed
to appear on her horizon.
"Perhaps I am Just naturally hard
to please," she reasoned, "but I simply
cannot love a man who Idles about In
a steam yacht or touring car all day
and who haunts the cabaret restau
rants by night"
A tear squeezed Itself from beneath
Winona's lashes; then a second and
third. After that her head went forward and she wept out her unhappl- ness on the Irish lace that covered
her sofa pillows.
Her father coming In found her
curled up like a kitten and with tears
streaming down her lovely cheeks.
"Winny!" he cried, and took her
Into his arms.
'I am Just terribly unhappy," she
smiled at him through her tears, "I
want a long brown painting apron and
brushes and paints and and something to paint!" "Bless my soul, child you can have
an entire shop if you want it. As for
something to paint, I can give you a
contract that will tax even your clever
Bchemes for decorating."
Winona smiled into her father's
eyes.
''Tell me quickly!" she demanded.
"I will be so happy you won't know
me if I can JuBt be a working person
for once."
"I have seen an architect today
about putting up a dozen bungalows
on the West Park road. I want them
to be little gems along the drive and
the young chap f have chosen has
Ideas that I like. Now you' and he
' can get together that Is If you can
without actually coming to blows," he
ended with a laugh'. "I am not sure
that I would let him know that you
are my daughter," he added; "he
might be inclined to give way to you
though Davenport doesn't seem like
'the man who would give in much to
anybody."
Winona pouted, then hugged her
father. Her cheeks were free of tears
and her eyes sparkling.
"I love the idea! I shall go straight
away and get a plain frock such as a
working artist would have. You are a
dear!" she cried excitedly and hugged
him again.
When Winona met John Davenport
she was not sure that they would
avoid the blows that her father had
The young
laughingly suggested.
architect had looked at her In a more
or less supercilious manner when he
had learned that be, In a way, was to
work with her.
"He Is evidently one of those unll
lumined men who think that anything
feminine belongs seated at the side of
a sewing basket I will show him!
ehe decided and Davenport fell to
,

Great Gas Exposition.
A great international gas exposition
In the 'city of Amsterdam which attracted a great number of exhibitors
from all the manufacturing countries
it the world, but there was only one
exhibitor from the United States,
among the most Interesting features
was a model of a Utrecht factory for
making gas from petroleum residue by
I process of dry distillation. This Invention is considered of especial importance to the United States on account of our large production of pa--

next room. A crash had sent the ref
blood out of his cheeks.
"Winona I" he cried and picked the
girl up. She had toppled from her
ladder and lay white and still In his
arms. Fortunately she had fainted
before falling and the limpness of her
body had prevented serious Injury.
"Oh-h.- "
she sighed, and opened her
eyes wonderlngly.
Davenport's arms tightened about
her and Winona felt him tremble.
"Tell me, dear are you hurt?" he
questioned tenderly.
He glanced
quickly up at the other woman who
stood beside him. "Mother," he Bald,
"I want you to know the girl I love I
have told you so much about her.
Winona drew a long breath and her
heart took up the beat where It had
left off when she thought her architect
had been speaking to his future wife.
Later on, when they had decided
upon, an early wedding, Winona looked
up at 'Davenport with rather fright
ened eyes.
"But I have stacks and stacks of
money," she said and waited fearfully
for his wrath.
"So have I, sweetheart," he laughed,
"more than I can In any way take
care of. Bo let's forget It and lust
be happy."
"We won't have much trouble doing
that will weT" Winona sighed hap
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TOGETHER

Accompaniments of Solid Dishes That
Add to Their Flavor and Also
Digestibility.
EXCELLENT DI3HE8 MEANTTO BE
8ERVED WITH VEGETABLES.
Boiled rice, new potatoes, peas or
asparagus and mint sauce go well with
spring lamb. Boiled lamb or mutton Is
For Preparation of Celery the Outside Improved by the addition of caper
Stalks Should Be Used Anchovy
sauce, and should be accompanied by
Toast Delicious When Made
boiled rice and stewed turnip. Baked
leg of mutton Is served with brown
With Cheese.
gravy, rice croquettes and stewed turCelery Toast For this the outside nips or Brussels sprouts.
Cut
stalks of celery can be used.
Irish stew is best eaten with dum
them Into Inch lengths, put them over plings and boiled onions. Roast of beef
the fire In enough hot water to cover can be accompanied by browned potathem, and stew until the celery Is ten- toes, string or butter beans, or aspara
der. Remove from the water and add gus. Broiled beefsteak can be accom
to a cup of this an equal quantity of panied by mashed or scalloped pota
milk, thicken with a heaping table- - toes, cauliflower or asparagus. French
spoonul each of butter and flour, stir fried potatoes are also a proper ao- until smooth and thick, return the cel- companiment of broiled beefBteak.
ery dice to this, salt and pepper to Boiled tongue is served with tomato
taste, and pour over dipped and but- sauce and spinach.
Creamed potatoes and peas are
tered toast or over fried bread
Anchovy Toast Make your toast; served with broiled chops; breaded
after trimming off the crust butter chops are served with tomato sauce
lightly and spread sparingly with an and potatoes au gratln.
Cold' meats, like hot meats, have
chovy paste. Cook together a
of butter and one of flour, their proper accompaniments. Sliced
pour upon them a cupful of milk, stir tomatoes with French dressing should
until it Is thick and smooth and put be served with cold mutton. With cold
Into it two hard boiled eggs, chopped lamb lettuce and chopped mint with
coarsely.
When the eggs are hot French dressing are suitable. Mayonpily.
"Is this the way you two build bun through, pepper to taste the anchovy naise of celery can be served with
galows T" asked Winona's father, who will probably supply enough salt and veal or cold chicken. Combined with
pour the egg sauce on the anchovy tomato aspic it can be served wlth-co- ld
stood In the doorway.
turkey. Cabbage salad with
"Yes," and we are going to build spread toast
This Is more a relish than a main French dressing goes with cold ham.
one more," John Davenport said.
dish, but If you choose to make more and apple sauce and cold slaw are de
(Copyright, 191S. by the MoCIur
News
sauce and double the quantity of egg llclous with cold pork.
paper Syndicate.)
used you can have a, good dish for
6ultable Brands.
Sunday night supper or for a family
Baked Ham.
"Have you no decent brands of or even a company lunch.
Cover your ham with cold water and
cigars?" demanded the man who was
Cheese Toast I- Slice bread thin simmer gently Just long enough to
pawing over the case.
and butter lightly. Lay between two loosen the skin so that It can be
."I think I can suit you," said the thicknesses of It a thin slice of Amer pulled off. This will probably be from
dealer. "Here are three brands of my ican dairy cheese; heat a little butter two to three hours. When skinned, put
own the Kicker, the Grumbler, and In a frying pan, put the cheese sand In a dripping pan in the oven, pour
the El Groucho."
wiches in this, and brown delicately, over a teacup of vinegar and one of
The man made a quick selection taking long enough about it to have hot water, in which dissolve a tear
without further comment
the cheese melted on the Inside. spoon of mustard. Bake slowly, bastSprinkle with salt before serving.
ing with the liquid, for two hour.
Cheese Toast, II. Heat half a cup Then cover the ham all over to the
ful of shaved cheese in a saucepan, depth of one Inch with coarse brown
and when It Is melted add to It a cup- sugar, press It dowa firmly, and do
ful of milk; stir until milk and cheese not baste again until the sugar has
water evaporates In an hour, leaving are well blended. Beat an egg light formed a thick crust which It will
pour some of the hot cheese and egg soon do In a Blow oven. Let It remain
the stone as It was before.
upon It, and return to the saucepan, a full hour In the oven after covering
cook one minute, season with salt with the sugar, until It becomes a rich
All Serve the Fatalist
Three students of philosophy sat on and red pepper and paprika, and pour golden brown. When done, drain from
.the liquor in the pan and put on dish
top of a high hill. One was a pessi upon buttered toast la a hot dish.
to cooL When cool, not cold, press
mist, one an optimist and the third
by turning another flat dish on top
had not declared himself.
Stuffed Eggs.
When the first two were warmly
Boll 3 eggs very hard, shell and cut with a weight over It It is fine and
discussing their opposing theories of In halves lengthwise. Take out yolks siloes nicely because of the pressing.
life, a sudden gust of .wind simultane- and mash them fine, mix with 1V4 ta
Shad Roe a la Newburg.
ously lifted off three bats and sent blespoons olive oil, 1 small teaspoon
Carefully place shad roe In a pan
them bowling down the hill. The of mustard, add pepper and salt and
pessimist and the optimist gave enough vinegar to thin sufficiently. containing enough boiling water to
chase, but their companion remained Cut a little parsley very fine and mix cover It, add the Juice of one-hal- l
calmly sitting on top of the hill and In dressing, then fill cavities with lemon or two teaspoons vinegar; lei
watched the others running after the dressing. Take two toothpicks and the roe simmer in the water for 20
bats. Presently each procured his run through egg slantwise so they cross minutes; drain and keep hot; aervs
own hat and the optimist picked up each other in center. They can be re- with the following sauce:
cup cream mixed with
also that of the third man Then they moved by the one who Is to partake
Heat one-hal- f
one-hal- f
cup
one teaspoon salt
milk,
panted back up the hill.
can
eggs.
be
Btuffed
These
of
the
-teaspoon cayenne pepper,
wnewi" gasped the optimist, as varied by mincing 2 sardines very fine
teaspoon nutmeg in a
he handed over the hat to him who and adding to mixture before stuffing and one-hal- f
still sat on top of the hill. "I guess the egg.
double boiler for 10 minutes. Add ths
yolks of two eggs to this
you're an optimist, too. You dldnl
seem to worry any."
and stir constantly until thick, (about
Shad Roe and Bacon.
"Why should
was the dispasthree minutes); lastly add two tableCarefully place roe in boiling water spoons Madeira wine.
sionate reply. "I .knew that 'mine
own shall come to me.' You see, Ta for five minutes; let simmer and then
drain. Place thin slices of bacon in a
a fatalist"
8wedlsh 8tew.
frying pan, fry until crisp, but take
Swedish stew will make a savory
Remove
the
burn.
not
to
care
let
it
Education In Philippines.
change in meat dishes. Put Into as
place on a sheet of brown pa
An Idea of the extent of Industrial bacon,
earthen dish two and a half pounds
grease.
Now
the
per
stew beef cut Into small slices, a largs
education in the Philippines may be put so asroeto Inabsorb
the fat that remains in
the
gained from the fact that nearly four
sliced, three clovea, three round'
five minutes on carrot
fry
pan
and
frying
the
hundred thousand school pupils are
lng tablespoons pearl tapioca, on
platter,
sur
a
on
roe
place
side,
each
engaged In some kind of Industrial
heaping tablespoon bread crumbs, on
garwell equipped trade round It with the pieces of bacon,
of
work. Twenty-si- x
tablespoon vinegar,
parsley.
schools have been established In Ma nish with slices of lemon and
grated nutmeg, salt and pepper. Add
nila and the various provinces, there
a little water, cover tightly and baka
is a college of agriculture at Los
In a moderate oven five hours.
v Mother Eve's Pudding.
Banos and a college of engineering
Take six ounces each of sliced ap
has been added to the University of ple, grated bread, chopped suet and
Steamed Apples With Oatmeal.
Carefully pare and core three tenthe Philippines. American Industrie. washed currants and mix together In
a bowl with a quarter of the rind of der apples, place each In a buttered
one lemon grated. Beat two eggs cup, fill centers with grated maple
Wireless Message Carried Fsr.
A wireless message sent out by an stiffly and add to the other lngredl sugar and steam until quite tender.
operator In Persia recently was heard ents. Boll In a Muttered mold and Place In hot dish with freshly-cooke- d
distinctly on a ship near Melbourne, serve with white sauce sweetened oatmeal, placing a spoonful In each
cavity. Serve with cream.
and flavored with vanilla.
more than 5,200 miles distant
table-spoonf- ul

'

-

.
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MOST FICKLE OF ALL GEMS
Opals Readily Affected By Changes of
Temperature,, and This Has Brougnt
Them III Favor.
t
The superstition which causes peo
ple to regard opals with awe as the
cause of ill luck, and even death, is
due to a peculiar observation made
many years ago. Opals were considerably In use In Venice during the
plague and It was noticed there in the
hospitals that before death the stone
would sometimes brighten upon the
victim's finger. . It never seemed to
occur to the people that the Illness
could produce a glow of color. Tney
took it for granted that the stone occasioned the Illness.
As a matter of fact, opals are affected by heat, even by that of the
hand, and the fever, being at Us
height Just before death, caused the
colors to shine with unwonted clearness.
This confirmed the superstition, and
d
to this day there are sane and
people who believe that a chip
of this stone in the house can cause
calamities.
Probably another reason for the distrust excited in opals Is the' fact that
they change and lose their color. That
is due to the Boftness and porousness
of the material, and its capacity both
for absorbing water and of parting
with what It has, one of which tends
to make It dull and the other chalky
and opaque. They have been known
to be carefully cut, and laid away,
and upon opening the paper had
crumbled Into dust within a few
weeks.
A species of opal known ao the
hydropbane, found In small quantities
lately In Colorado, has wonderful
powers of absorption. In its usual
state it Is of a yellowish, waxy tint
but when water Is dropped upon It
the tint passes Blowly away, and from
being translucent It becomes transparent On exposure to the air the
able-bodie-

troleum. Other exhibits included a
safety gas meter having automatlo devices for preventing asphyxiation from
escaping gas; au electrical gas lighter
having a lighting switch against the
wall, and a burner and mantle which
can be used with either end up.

one-quart-

well-beate-

ir

Help Wanted.
"I have ventured to call on you.
sir," began the bank cashier, "to state
that you have a very small balance
4he bank, and In the hope that you
may be able to make a substantial de
posit at once.'
"Well, what If I have. The account
1b not overdrawn, Is ltT"
Innocent.
"Oh, no. But I Intend going away
A New York man who tried to see a
woman In a hobble skirt ascend a for a vacation tomorrow."
stairway fell In front of a train. It is
To strike a man for a loan Is one
always the innocent bystander who Is
thing, A successful touch la another.
hurt University Mlssourlan.

one-eigh- th

--

Boiled

Rice.
In cold water.

Hrst wash the rice

Then place rice In a medium sized
stewpan with the water two Inches
above the rice. This quantity of wa
ter must remain the same during the
boiling. As soon as the water bolls
the heat must be lowered. Boll slow.
ly for half an hour. The stewpan cov
er must be kept on the rice and not
lifted during the boiling. That Is the
secret of Chinese success In rice boll
lng., It must not.be stirred. It will
then come out snowy white and every
grain will be whole.

Paragon Crumb Pie.
Blend together three cupfuls of
flour, one cupful of sugar,
cupful of
teaspoonful of salt, one-hal- f
r
butter, and set aside
of
a cupful of these crumbs. Mix together one cupful of molasses and one
cupful of hot water In which one
of soda has been dissolved,
and into this mixture stir the crumbs.
Line two large pie pans wtlh good pie
crust and pour In the batter. Sprinkle
the top thickly with the reserve
crumbs and bake twenty Inlnutes In a
moderate oven.
one-quart-

three-quarte-

.
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RICH IN CURATIVE QUALITIES

FOR BAOKAOHI, RHEUMATISM.
KIDNEYS AN D BLAOOEU

NEW MEXICO

One way to avoid cholera seems to
be to avoid war.

The baseball fan b iles and the farm
er smiles when it rains.
It Is all right for charity to begin
at home, but It should not end there.

Motto for the office boys "If business Interferes v.lth baseball, quit the
business.

TEN PERSONS WERE KILLED
THIRTY INJURED AT
SEWARD.

WHILE THERE WAS YET TIME

AND

tWv

f
OTHER SMALL TOWNS WERE HIT
Wire Communication Was Cut Off and
Details Were Lacking Was Felt
in Omaha But Did Little
Damage.
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With tense, eager faces, the great
audience of women leaned forward In
their seats, eagerly drinking In the
noted speaker's every word.
"Mere man," she was saying, "is
wont to btHttle woman's ability to enter the fields already usurped by him.
As a matter of fact, she is capable of
filling any post of public or private
office now held by man, and, if appointed to it, could even perform
man's tasks with greater faithfulness
and greater daring.
"Name, If you can, one post for
which she cannot fit herself! Name
one office to which she would not,
could not, give the greatest measure
of capability, the hiehest-deere- e
of
courage, the "
A mere man, who had slipped unnoticed into a back seat,' rose at this
point, and the light of sudden inspiration gleamed In his eye.
"Rat catcher!" he shouted. And
thep he fled.
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OKLAHOMA

With tuberculosis serum, cancer
serum and others being developed
these days, why not produce a serum
for the cure of Joyriding?

Two

GAMBLERS

HELD

UP

Masked

Youths Got $2,500 at
Turf Exchange While 200
Men Stood By.

Tulsa, Ok.

Two

youths

masked
strange that the street rail entered the Turf Exchange,
a gambway owner who was hit by a street ling hall, about midnight
and
held up
car fender, should say that he was the place for $2,500. At least
two
very much taken up with It
hundred men were In the place at
Is not

Our dally pleasure sitting In amoving picture show and hearing some enlightened person near us telling what
the next scene will bring forth.
,

heard In the
army will have to go by the board
now that "starboard" and "port" have
lieen given the kibosh In the navy.
"Hay-foot-

straw-foot-

"

A Columbia professor proposes

that

the school teachers of the country or

ganlze In an Immense union. When
tliey do, Young America will spend his
evenings praying for a strike.
New York has been shaving off the
fronts of costly buildings that project
ed too far into the street. The precedent Is enough to spread alarm among
Wireless property owners everywhere

the time. The bandits commanded
everybody to put up their hands. One
man who refused was knocked down
with a revolver. The robbers escaped
by a rear entrance to the building.

Stabbed An Iowa Police Chief.
Fort Madison, la. J. B. Watklnsi
chief of police, was slashed from ear
to ear with a knife In the handa nf
an unidentified man, said to be a
tramp. The man was prostrate on
the ground and the officer, be! levin
him Intpxlcated, attempted to lift him
up.

An Engine Struck Three Boys.
Tulsa, Ok. While on their wav to
school three boys, ranging in age from
7 to io years, were run down by a
Midland Valley switch enelne at th
Fourth Street crossing and probably
fatally Injured,

German Princes' Wanderjahr.
The prince of Wales might possibly
enjoy his German trip still better it
he could view the country in th nn.
conventional way followed by the
uerman crown prince and his brothers. Like all the Hohenzollerna tha
kaiser's sons were taught trales, and
meir ratner also allowed them to taste
the delights of the "wanderjahr,"
which still formB Dart of th
of most German artisans.
In the case of the youngprinces
the year Was SDllt un over nnvnrnl ann.
cesslve summer holidays, which they
spent tramping through Germany,
knapsack on back, and sleeping at
roadside Inns. They traveled without
a servant, accompanied only by their
military Kovernor. Col. von Pa Iron.
heyn, and were scarcely ever recognized.
1

Time Is Sometimes. Kind.

Father Time is not alwavs a hard
parent, and, though he tarries for

nick-nack-

h

Mean Man Made His Suggestion and
Departed In Some Haste From

Meeting of Indignant Women.

q

,

I

Lincoln, Neb. Another Nebraska
An eastern scientist has discovered
a substitute for tobacco. Possibly Its tornado took its toll and ten persons
are known to be dead at Seward, 25
a nve cent cigar.
miles west of here.
Duplicating on a smaller scale the
London doctor says, "Lacking love.
you ought to be drowned." In the destruction wrought by the Easter
storm, the tornado started near Lush-ton- ,
sea of matrimony?
swept northeast, passing-soutof
We feel safe In making the positive York, barely missed Tomora, struck
announcement that the frost Is all out the northwest portion of Seward,
where it did its most severe damage,
I.
rf .111;
v.
giuuuu.
then con tfn lied its eastward path and
Any woman will tell you that It Is touched Omaha, but by the time it
an awful strain to have a husband who reached the Missouri river city its
damaging force was spent and it only
thinks he can cook.
served to recall to the residents there
The Jury that anDralsed the value of the awful storm of a few weeks ago.
The Havoc In Seward.
a wife's love at 15 cents had In mind
Seward, Neb. A tornado which took
one particular wlfq.
a toll of ten lives, injured thirty perAn eastern artist describes a man s sons and destroyed more than a third
neck as a "thing of beauty." What of the town swept this place shortly
before G o'clock in the afternoon.
aDout the roughnecks?"
Twenty-two- "
residences, including
We should not overlook thj fact that several of the best in the town, were
our dear fjlend, the Iceman, should be destroyed and many more were partly
wrecked.
included among the cubists.
The business section of the town
We seem to notice that the girls was not seriously damaged.
wun tne prettiest faceB wear their
The identified dead are: Mrs. DaJ
vid Hoover, Mrs. William Helttnger,
ureases
cut nignest m the neck.
Mrs. Chris Westerman, Mrs. B. L.
Some men say they have a hobby Waoserman, J. Schultz, Burlington
for attending ball games. That's no section foreman;
daughter
bobby, for everybody's doing It
of Schultz, Mrs. R. Imlay, Samuel
Grim, Mrs. Edwards, Oscar Cogar.
A Scare for Omaha.
There are 1,000 males to 900 females
In the world.
Omaha, Neb. A storm of tornadic
And still there are
fury struck the southern part of Omathose who would tax the bachelors
ha at 7 o'clock at night, unroofed
Government experts have ruled that houses in the vicinity of Thirteenth
shellac Is food, but It will take a cult! and Gold streets and doing other dam
s
vated taste for
to relish It age. No persons are reported injured.
Coming so quickly after the Easter
With a new alphabet and a nbw coa tornado, in which more than 100 lives
stltutlon China exhibits a decided pur- were lost, hundreds of persons rushed
pose to catch up with the rest of the to cellars and other places of refuge.
world.
Three inches of rain fell in the downtown district
Pennsylvania professor In compli
menting the poets, says they are not BABIES KILLED BY IGNORANCE
crazy. The proofs, professor, the
The Parents Are to Blame, Says the
proofs.
National President of the Mothers' Congress.
A legless Dorch climber has been nr.
rested In New York. Now will setae
Boston,
Mass. "Three
Hundred
Kind officer arrest an armless pick
thousand babies a year is the sacripocket?
fice laid on the altar of parental ig
Nothing will awaken a man quicker norance," said Mrs. Frederic Schott
man to near the baby's cry at night. of Philadelphia, president of the National Congress of Mothers, and parent-which accounts for his rapidity In wak teacher
associations, in her openlng wtfle.
ing address at the seventeenth annual
The report that extravagance in meeting of the congress, which is in
woman's dress has ceased tn h fnh. session here. Proper education of
lonable does not seem to be borne out mothers and fathers would save more
than CO per cent of these Infants, Mrs.
Dy the facts.
Schoff estimated.
The person who pays as he snea
POSTMASTERS
NAMED
perhaps does not get as far as some THREE
others, but It probably la the best President
Wilson Give Wichita Place
thing for him.
to A. E. Jacques Other Places
Filled.
A Nebraska man goes to tne hospital for his sixteenth surgical operaWashington. A.
tion. Here's hoping he beats the best been nominated by E. Jacaues has
President Wilson
the doctors can do.
to be postmaster at Wichita, ftas..
Speaking of figures, 1,000 men sat despite the recommendation of Sen
ator Thompson that the place be given
down to a banquet on the twenty-seventto uapt. J. H. Shlelda. editor of the
floor of the
Wichita
Democrat.
Woolworth building.
Wilbur Ja. Austin was nominated
Now It has been discovered that for postmaster at Trenton," Mo., and
aamuei c. Campbell for postmaster
laughing gas may be
There are lots of grouches who may at Enid. Ok.
profit by the discovery.

It

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

A

memorial tab' t was recently unveiled at the Smithsonian

Institute

In Washington in honor of the late Samuel Pierpont Langley, who invented

the first heavler-than-al- r
flying machine. The picture shows a photograph
of Professor Langley and of the tablet erected to his memory, and also of
the Langley medal presented to Glenn H. Curtiss.
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REBATE CASES

ARCTIC
A

RAILROADS
AND A COAL
COMPANY INDICTED IN

MORE VICTIMS

well-spen-

Kuage.

,
FOUR

CLAIMS

none or his children, often lays his
hand lightly upon those who have
used him well. makinc them nM man
and women Inexorably enough, but
leaving their hearts and spirits young
and In full vigor. With such people
the gray bead Is but the Impression
of the old fellow's hand In giving
them his blessing, and every wrinkle
but a notch In the aulet calenrifir
t
of a
life. From Barnaby

Exploring Party
Believed to Have Perished in
the Far North.

German-Norwegia-

-

London, Eng. Details of one of the
ILLINOIS.
worst tragedies of modern Arctic exploration are filtering through from
Wldge Bay, the northernmost point of
USE OF UNJUST RATES ALLEGED Spltzbergen, where the German expedition under Lieut. Schroeder-Stran- z
was lost last winter.
The exploring party, which was
Federal Grnd Jury at East St. Louis,
composed of eleven' Germans and five
Also Charges Discrimination Against
Norwegians, set out in June last in
the Corporations 63 Counts
the ship Herzog Ernst, under comin Indictment
mand of Captain Ritscher.
The failure of the relief parties to
East St Louls 111. Five Indictparty leaves
ments charging rebating and discrim- find the Schroeder-Stran- z
ination in C3 counts have been re- small room for doubt that its memturned against four railroads and a bers perished, but the search for
coal company by a federal grand Jury them will be resumed In June.
here. The Indictments set forth Instances wherein It Is alleged the laws TWO DEAD IN A KANSAS WRECK
were violated by the Vandalla; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis A Freight Train on the Missouri
(Big Four); Chicago, Indiana &
Pacific Was Derailed Near
Southern are charged Jointly In twenGreeley.
ty counts with making discriminating
Greeley, Kas. Two men were
rates and concessions In favor of the
killed, two Injured and sixteen cars
O'Gara company.
The Grand Trunk and tne coal com- ditched when a Missouri Pacific
pany are charged in twenty counts freight train was wrecked four miles
with receiving and granting conces- west of here. The dead are Herbert
sions and discriminating.
Seven Yount of Osawtomie and an unknown
counts jointly charges the Big Four; tramp burned In the wreckage.
Chicago, Indiana & Southern, and the The injured are C. V. Hllanes and
Grand Trunk Railroad and the O'Gara K. Carr, mcHlnlst of Osawatomie.
Coal Company with conspiracy in vio- Twelve of the cars carried gasoline
and three carried oil. They all burnlating the Elklns Act of 1903.
ed except three.
Possible Fines Total $2,630,000.
The penalty that may be Imposed WAS NOT SLAIN BY MORMONS
for violating the Elklns law in case
of conviction is a minimum fine of An Autopsy Showed .That .Ernest
Larkey of Dodge City Died of
$1,000 on each count and a maximum
of $20,000 for each count or $1,280,-00- 0
Heart Disease.
for the sixty-thre- e
counts.
Dodgo City, Kan. Ernest Larkey,
In the conspiracy charge, however, at flrBt believed to
have been mur-drethere is no minimum, and the comwas a
of heart disease.
panies may be fined $10,000 for each Doctors madevictim
an
of the seveu counts, making $70,000, ended a controversy examination and
that has raged
or $1,350,000 for the sixty-on- e
counts. since the body was found
several
One of the most startling facts the days ago In a shallow pond. Two
government hopes to establish is that Mormon preachers, suspected of the
the O'Gara Coal Company, a New crime, had been taken, into custody
York corporation, Is virtually owned by the sheriff to prevent violence by
by the Big Four, or by the New York Larkey's friends.
Central, which, in turn, owns the Big
Four. This belief Is strengthened by
Bishop W. C. Doane Dead.
the belief that T. J. O'Gara of New
New York, N. Y. Bishop William
York, president of the O'Gara Coal Crosswell Doane, bishop pf the Albany
Company, with other officers of the diocese of the Protestant Episcopal
company, learned that the grand Jury church, Is dead at the Hotel Manhatwas working on the charges and bur- - tan la this city. He was 81 years
W.
fled to tbb) City,

Scientific Point Cleared Un.
A German astronomer has published

a series of tables which seem to show
a connection between the appearance
of sun 'spots and the wabbling motion of the earth on Its axis, due, perhaps, to a variation In the sun's magnetism.
Added Injury.
He This steak Is burnt
She That'B right roast It!

Many a man merely stubs his toe
when he tries to put hia best foot forward.

r

Sweet Bits
o! Corn
Skilfully cooked

Post
Toasties
At Your Service.

v

Reacty to eat direct

from

tightly

sealed

sanitary package.

From our ovens to

your table Post Toasties are not touched by
.human hand.
Delicious with cream
and sugar or fruits.
For ale by groceri
.

everywhere.

Post Toasties have
Distinctive Flavor

1
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8YN0PSIS.
Comtesse Elliie, daughter of the governor of the Mount, has chance encounter
With a peasant boy. The "Mount," a email
d
Inland, stood In vast bay on
the northwestern coast of France, and
during the time of Louie XVI. was a government stronghold.
Develop that the
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
nobleman. Young Dasaurac determines to secure an education and become
gentleman; sees the governor's daughter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns
after seven years' schooling, and entertains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances
with strange flnherman, and a call to
arms Is made In an effort to capture a
mysterious Le Seigneur Nolr. He escaues.
Ellse Is caught In the "Grand" tide.
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes
her to his retreat

Seigneur!" he stammered, and, raising hlg hand, Involuntarily crossed
himself.
CHAPTER IX.

rock-boun-

c,

CHAPTER VIII. (Continued.)
He regarded her silently; the beautiful, impatient eyes; the slim, white
fingers that tapped restlessly, one
against another. "I will do what I
can!" he Bald at last slowly.
"But what?" she demanded. "What
can you do?"
He did not answer; my lady made a
gesture. "How ridiculous! A prisoner on an Island!"
"There may be a way," he began.
"My horse?" she said quickly. "What
'
became of him?"
"He was swept away by'the tide!"
Into the proud eyes came a softer
light of regret, pain.
"Your Ladyship should remember it
might have been worse," he added. In
tones intended to reassure her. "After
all, It was only a horse "
"Only a horse!" she exclaimed Indignantly. "But, I suppose you can't
understand caring for a horse!"
"I can understand caring for a
hip!" he answered quickly, a flash of
amusement, hardly concealed, in his
bold, dark eyes.
"A ship!" scornfully; "dead wood
and Iron."
"Live wood and Iron! Beautiful
as " The simile fa'led him; he
looked at my lady. "Something to be
depended on, with a hand to the
wheel, and an eye keen for mad dancings and curvetlngs."
"I might appreciate them better,"
she Interrupted dryly, with delicate
brows uplifted, "If they brought me
nearer to the Mount. That, and not
Idle opinions," In accents that conveyed surprise at the temerity of one
In his position to express them, "is
of most moment!"
He accepted the reproof with a
readiness that 'further surprised her.
"Your Ladyship is right," he said. "1
will see what may be done. The storm
has passed. There Is jet daylight,
and " an expression, almost preoccupied, came to his features "a boat
may be sighted."
"To be sure!" At the prospect, .all
other considerations passed from my
lady's mind. "A boat may be Bighted!
Why did you not think of It before?
Come!
Too much time has already
been lost." And she rose.
une moment!
his voice was
respectful;
quiet;
although,
she
fancied, constrained. "I had better go
alone. The way to the cliff Is rough.
.

A Discovery.
"Why did you do that?" It was
Lady Elsie who now spoke, lifting her
head haughtily to regard the .new
comer, as she stepped toward him.
"Cross yourself, I mean?"
"This good fellow, my Lady, is sur
prised to see you here, and small won
der he forgets his manners!" said the
young man coolly, speaking for the
other. "But he is honest enough
and intends no disrespect!"
"None whatever!" muttered the In
truder, a thin, wizened, yet still active- looking person.
My lady did not reply; her gaze, In'
which suspicion had become convic
tion, again met the young man's,
whose blaek eyes now gleamed with a
sudden, challenging light
"With your permission, my Lady, I
will speak with this fellow," he said,
and abruptly strode from the tower;
walked a short distance away, fol
lowed by the man, when he stopped.
"Certes, your tongue betrayed you
that time, Sanchez!" he said con
fronting the other.
The man made a rough gesture.
'C'est vrai!" regretfully. "But when
I saw you two together I thought I
had seen a " He stopped. "She is

so

like

"

"Nay; I don't blame you; the sight
1
was certainly unexpected!
haa
thought to come down and prepare
you, but 'tis done!"
And I knew what it meant." The
old servant looked over his shoulder
toward the tower.
"Call It magic!" with a short laugh
"Diablerie!" muttered the other.
"Well, have your way! Why," ab
ruptly, "did you not meet me here last
night
at high tide, as we had
planned?"
The priest came not in time; fear
ing he was watched, waited until
night to leave his hiding-placat Ver
ranch."
"And after missing me last night,
you thought to find me here today?"
"I knew you were most anxious to
see him; that upon him depended your
chance to undo some of his Excel
lency, the Governor's, knavery! And,
then, to find you here with the daugh
ter of the man who has wrought you
so much wrong; robbed you of your
lands your right to your name!" A
cloud shadowed the listener's bold
brow. "I know not how it came about.
Seigneur, but be assured, no good can
come of It!"
From where she stood, at the dis
tance to the tower, the Governor's
daughter saw now the two men de
scend; she perceived, also, at a turn
In the path, coming up slowly,, as one
whose years had begun to tell upon
him, another figure, clad in black;
priest. This last person and the Black
Seigneur accosted each other; stopped
while the other man, who had crossed
Urflmself at sight of her, drew aside
and"
"I shall not mind that!"
At length, somewhat abruptly, they
"Besides, your clothes "
separated, the priest and Sanchez go
"Are dry!"
ing down the hill and the young man
"No!" She flushed at the abrupt con starting to walk up. Then quickly
tradiction. "I mean, I don't see how leaving the ancient, circular structure
they coulJ be!" he went on hurriedly, for observation,- - she stepped toward
"and," his tone assumed a certain ob the cllfT, not far to the right; and In
duracy, "I assure your Ladyship, it an attitude of as great unconcern as
will be best."
she could Bummon, waited.
"Best i one looKea at him more
Below the ocean beat around the
sharply. "Is that your only reason?
rock, and her eyes seemed to have
"Why?" A trace of embarrassment, rested an Interminable period on the
for an Instant, crossed his dark fea- dark surface of the water, when a
tures. "What other reason, my Lady?" length she heard him; near at hand
"That I know not!" quickly, assured directly behind. Still she did not stir
her words had struck home. "Only I he, too, by the silence, stood motion
am certain there Is one!"
less. How long? The little foot moved
"Then, if your Ladyship must restlessly; why did he not speak
know," he spoke slowly. "I did not She knew he was looking at her the
wish to alarm you. But this is a rough Governor's daughter who had lnad
coast, with many rough people about vertently looktd Into a forbidden
smugglers, privateersmen "
chamber; was possessed of dangerous
"Whom you, perhaps, are expect knowledge.
lng?" she cried suddenly.
Again she made a movement. When
."I!" with a careless laugh. "A fish' was he going to speak? It was Intol
Your Ladyship Is Imagina- erable that he should stand there
erman!
tive " he began, when a sudden. studying, deducing! That she, accus
baBty footBtep clinked on the stones tomed to command; to be served; to
without; a hand caught at the fasten have her way at court and Mount,
Ings of the door; flung it open.
should now be Judged, passed upon
"I thought I should find you here, disposed of, by whom? Quickly she
a
Seigneur!
exclaimed
voice looked around; the flashing brown
eyes met the steady black ones.
"Since"
"Well?"
The young man made a movement
"The man will take you back." HI
and the speaker stopped; caught sight
of my lady, just beyond, In the fading manner was quiet; composed; Implied
light. And at the picture her figure a full cognizance of, what she knew
behind that other one the fine, patri- and an absence of any further desire
clan features, framed by the disor to attempt to disguise the truth
She could not
Back! Where?"
dered golden hair, the widely opened
eyes, bright, expectant, the Intruder conceal her surprise.
"To the Mount."
started back.
For the moment she did not speak;
"Tie Governor's daughter! You.
e

she had not known what to expect
certainly not that
Why not?"
A smile, slightly
forced, crossed his face. "Does your
Ladyship think I make war on wom
en? Only, before your Ladyship de
parts, It .will be necessary for you to
agree to a little condition."
"Condition?" She drew her breath
quickly.
"That you will say nothing to In
criminate him. He is an old servant of
mine; has broken none of the laws
of the land," with a somewhat contemptuous accent, "works his bit of
ground; pays metayage, and a tax on
all the flsh he brings in. Only In a
certain matter today has he served
me."
'You mean I must say nothing about
meeting him? You?"
"For his sake!"
"And your own!"
"Mine?" He made a careless gesture.
I should not presume!
For myself
I should exact or expect, from your
Ladyship no promise. Tonight I shall
be far away.. But this good fellow
remains behind; should be allowed to
continue his peaceful, lowly occupa
tion. I would not have anything happen to him on my account."
'And if I refuse to promise?" she
asked haughtily. "To enter into any
covenant with you!"
"But you will not!" he said stead
ily.
"Your Ladyship, for her own
sake, should not force the alterna
tive."
Alternative?"
Why speak of It?"
'What Is the alternative?" she de
manded.
"If your Ladyship refuses to prom
ise, It will be necessary for the man
to return alone."
"You mean," In spite of herself, she
gave a start, "you would make me a
prisoner?"
"It should not be necessary."
"But you would not dare!" Indig
nantly.
"Not dare! Your Ladyship forgets "
"True!" with a scornful glance. Aft- ter a pause: "But suppose I did prom
ise? Are you not reposing a good deal
of confidence In me?"
'Not too much!"
'
'I presume," disdainfully, "I should
feel flattered in being trusted by "
She did not finish the sentence.
But the young man apparently had

a charm against the ravages of time,
and ethereal though It washad rested
like a crown on the grim head of the
,
rock through the ages.
Once a place for quiet meditation,
the cloister had, through a whirligig
of change, become the favorite resort
of the Governor, for dejeuner, or after- dinner dram, and, on occasions, for
of much profane
the transaction
though necessary labor pertaining to
his office and private concerns. He
buslpd himself there now; or had been
busying himself, but paused to look up
from the large book before him, whose
pages were Inscribed with Items and
figures. His finger, following the mental computation, remained stationary.
Fouage tax upon fires; banvln duties on wine; vlngtain the lord's
e
right to his share of the produce;
his due from each mine or half '
setter of coin consideration of these
usually
matters seemed
for the moment to have been forgotten.
He leaned back, and as he Bat thus,
the light and shadow playing on him,
the dark, steely eyes looked the more
sunken, the hard, cynical Hps beneath
the white mustache the more cruel,
the spare figure the more alert and
ready, as If to grapple with some hidden danger.
"J'arrlve en ce pays
Le Basse Normandle "
At one of the apertures looking out
to the barren waste of sand stood the
Lady Ellse; the words of the old Norman chant she was singing In desultory fashion rang softly, oddly. In that
spot, where black-clabrethren for
centuries had been wont to tread. Mechanically the Governor listened, but
the voice soon ceased abruptly and
again, after the manner of one of orderly habits, he bent over the big
book; once more the curving finger
slid up and down, and parsimony, the
vice of the aged, had begun to shine
from his pinched features, when a
footstep rang on the marble pavement.
"Your Excellency sent for me?" The
commandant stood respectfully near.
The Governor closed the book with
deliberation; lifted his eyes. "The
prisoners that were taken last night
are safely housed?"
"Housed? Yes, your Excellency!
But we have little room. The upper
cells are all occupied; the dungeons,
fairly full! Even the
and Les
Deux Jumeaux have been pressed Into
service."
"Hum!" The long hand tapped restlessly a moment; the cold eyes
gleamed, then shot an inquiring look.
"There are no new particulars about
last night's encounter with this
Black Seigneur?"
"None, your Excellency, except," the
commandant drew a paper from his
breast pocket, "I have here In writing
the detailed' account of the officer In
charge of your Excellency's boat, who
was wounded himself in the encounter."
"Read it."
The commandant obeyed. " 'Our
schooner, belonging to his Excellency,
the Governor, was returning last night
to the Mount with troops reinforced
ments for the garrison from St.
when It happened quite by accident near a ship, maneuvering at a
respectful distance from the Island of
Casque. The night was dark and
cloudy, but our men got a look at her
.
and suspecting who she was and
knowing her armament, against our
will, we felt obliged to bear away.
She, having no reason to think us other than a Ashing schooner,
that
we were freighted with troops instead
ofy cod, did not follow and we had
passed out of sight, and were rounding the island when we ran Into two
small
out
that had Just
from there.' "
"To Join the shlfl of this outlaw!."
interposed the Governor. "Go on!"
shortly.
t
'"We hailed; their answer was un
satisfactory; we ordered them to hull.
whereupon they tried to sail away. We
followed and overtaking them, com
manded them to surrender. Their
lender, who was the Black Seigneur
himself, refused, and we attacked'"
"Bien! 'We attacked!' But what
i,
then? Eh, what then?"
"'With fury they responded ; in
spite of their Inferiority of numbers
tried to board us. Bravely our men
repulsed them; yet still they persisted; led by their captain, the Black
Seigneur, had gained the deck when a
chance shot struck him. As he fell
"But Suppose I Did Promise?"
back, the others tried to escape; ono
not heard. "I'll take the chance on ure, turned from them seaward
boat was sunk ' "
your own words," he added unexpect- where, far out, a ship might Just be
"And the other, bearing their leaddiscerned, a dim outline on the hori- er, got away!" interrupted the Govedly.
zon.
"My words?"
ernor harshly.
"That you are no telltale."
"In the confusion yes, your ExcelCHAPTER X.
lency."
The. girl started. "Telltale?" she repeated.
The Governor waved his hand lm
The Cloister In the Air.
"You once told me you were not!"
patiently.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Irrespective of environment, the
"I told you!" She stared at him.
"Told me you were no telltale," he cloister of the Mount would have been
The Key.
repeated. "And when Beppo lied, a delight to the eye, but, upheld In
"And where," my fellow citizens,"
you told the truth about a ragged mid air, with the sky so near and the
vagabond of a boy."
sands so far below, It seemed more an appealed the political speaker, "can
"Beppo!" The look in her eyes Inspiration of fancy than, a work of we find an Instrument bo fit, so delicate, so adjustable, and at the same
deepened; cleared. "I remember now," hand. Dainty, delicate, its rote-co- l
she said slowly. "You were the boy ored columns of granite appeared too time so unassuming and popular that
of
with the fish, who said he lived In the thin for tangible weight; the tympan's It will unlock every" department
as the state for the beneflt-o- f
I met you while riding, and sculptured designs, fanciful
the people?"
woods.
again that night, as a child, leaving carvings In some palace of a poet's "The hairpin!" shrieked an enthuslas- I
for Paris; but I did not know, then, dream. Despite, however, this first tiv suffragette in the audience.
I Impression of evanescence.
It carried iudr.
Vou would become"
The'young man's face changed. "An
outlaw!" he said coolly.
"Yes; an outlaw," she repeated firmly. Angered by his unflinching gaze,
she went on: "Who dares not fly the
flag of his king! Who dares not come
openly Into any honest port!"
She ended, her brown eyes flashing.
His own darkened; but he only remarked coldly: "My Lady, at any rate,
dares much!"
"Oh, I've no doubt you don't care
to hear "
"From you!" He looked at her oddly, from the golden hair to the small,
dainty foot. "From your Ladyship!"
he repeated, as if amused. An Instant
he regarded her silently, intently; but
his voice when at length he again
spoke was cool and slightly mocking:
"My Lady speaks, of course, from the
standpoint of her own world a very
pretty world! A park of plafsance,
wherein, I can vouch for It, my Lady
dances very prettily."
She started; a flush of resentment
glowed and faded on her cheek;
a
question his words suggested trembled
on her Hps.
"Why did you come to the beach
that night of the dance? How dared
you, knowing that If "
"Why?" HIb eyes lost their Ironical
light. "Why?" he repeated; then
laughed with sudden recklessness. "I
wished to see your Ladyship."
"Me?" She shrank back.
"You!
he repeated, bis gaze fastened on the startled, proud face.
"Though I looked not forward to a
dance with your Ladyship!" The
black eyes glowed. "Pardi! It was
worth the risk." A moment he waited; then his manner changed. "I will
leave your Ladyship now," he said
quietly. "You will have opportunity
to consider" she did not answer
"whether you will give me your promise, or not," he added, and, wheeling
abruptly, walked away.
Some time later, In the
darkness, from the cove a small
boat put out, with Sanchez, gloomy
and sullen, In the stern; at the bow,
the Governor's daughter. As the isle
receded and the point of land loomed
bigger before them, the girl gazed
straight ahead; but the man looked
back; to the sands of the little cove, a
pale simitar in the Iragon-Hkmouth
of the rock; toward the tower, near
which he fancied he could see a fig- -
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Department
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of tlio Interior,
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Land Office nt, Roswell. N. M. May IT. liu.
Notice l hereby Riven that Rose Davis,
of o!e. N. M. who, on Oct. 4, 1913. made II.
K. Sr. No.
for WJ4. See. SI, Twp 6 8..
Unc 31 K.. N. M. I. Meridian, hss filed
three-yeaProof,
Entered Primary Silt 1907 it the Kenna, notice of Intention to make
to establish claim to the land above deNew Mexico, I'ost Office, as second Class scribed, before C E. Toombs, 17. H.
Mail Matter.
in his office Bt New Hope, N. M.
on June 24, I0M.
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. April 18, 1H3.
Notice is hereby (riven that Mary F. Oriffln.
of Rcdlnnd, N. M. who, on Oct. 19. l'H0, made
It. E. Serial No. 023531, for Lots 1 and 1 See.
J; and NE'4": NH SB!. Section 11, Township
e 8.. Kan-r37 K.. N. M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention fo make three-yea- r
proof,

I

Stealers in
HARDWARE

.LUMBER

to establish claim to the land above described, before W. A, Talnier. U. S Commissioner. In his office, near Redland. Chaves
County, N. M. on NKM NE'i, Sec. 10. TwpT
Claimant names as witnesses:
Subscription 21.00 Per Year In Chariest'. Havls, Fred W. Davis. Louis O. 6 S. Ranite 37 E. N. M. P. M. on June 14. IBI3.
dyance
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cross. M. Clay ton linker, all of Kobe. N. M.
T. 0. TlMrraoN, Reiflster.
Wade II. Paschal, of Causey, N. M. James
A. Shoemaker, of Iledlnnd, N, M. Raymond
Advert lsclne rati"3 made known on
P. Rasco, and Clifton C. Ashbrook. of Allie,
Notice for Publication.
N. M.
T C. Tn.ixyrsos,
024T9O
Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. May 16. 1011.
NOTICE FOR ri'llLICATION.
Legal ?)!ani;H pi inted and for Notice Is hereby iriven that Perry W. Brown,
IW0S8
l
F. H.
of lloaz. N. M. who. on May 55, 191). made add.
salt; by tlio Kenna TJpcouI.
If. K, Ser. No. 02470O. for Lots 3 ar.d 4, See. .5; Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
N!4 NW! See. 8 Twp. 6 S. Hanire 29 E., N. Office ot Fort Sumner. N. M.. April 7, 1013.
Quarterly (J.jr.iVieneo con-vpiio- s and
Notice Is hereby itivon that Lewis E. Graver
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
Proof, to establish claim of Kenna, N, M. who, on May 7. 1910. made
iii Ko;nia on Sunday May to mnle three-yea- r
to the land above .described, before Dan C. Add. II. E. No. 0SO2H, for NWX. Seo 2, Twp.
25th. IHnneron the rronnd.
23 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Sarnice, V S. Commissioner. In bis office Bt 4 8. Ran-rProof,
notice of intention to make three-yeaM. on June S3, 1913.
N,
Kenna.
Mr. 1). l'i. Jones of Cress, Tex Claimant names as nltnesaes:
to establish claim to the land above describl)ivt!n-of V. T5. Jones of thw Charley C. Layton. William Horner, Lee Tl ed, before Dan.C. Savaire. tT.St.S. Commissionon July 1. 1"13
ItobertKon, Florence II. Clarh, all of lloaz. er, in his office nt Kenna, N.
place came

Building Material

Prcprielcn cf the

KENNA TIN SHOP
We make what you want In this line, Tanks, Well Casing,
Watering Troughs, Repair work neatly and promptly done.

r

Leave your citlcr on Tuosdays
lvol"n-o:"witli
for'frth
Ca!fi-to come in on Frith v.
O.-ca-

r

i

h

JI5

Will VAlufit, this week delivered 210 head of one year old
steers to Lo:i Jenkins which
were shipped to Pampa, Texas
for grass.
Messrs. Fjnk Parker,-C- ,
II.
Prievvo and J. P.. llolm in linve

each expressed their intention
of digging an underground silo
tli is summer for the fall providing that they make a ci op.
RENT.

FOR

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Schlrck Clyde II. Peters. Wlllinm

lteirlster.

,120

M23 J27

TOIl PI HLIC.VTION

NOTICK

-

II. 0.
Agricultural
de;nriis!,rat,or Field man with
Santa Fe w is in town and community a few days the past
(heir cooperative
week
worker in lining lip the crops
for this season.
as:-i-'!ii-!g

;

II. II. Tliv.uu former
Pra "M!io!i and druggist here
cam !i;il
Thun l i)an spent
a fe.v d ivs shaking hands and
visiting with UU many friends.
Dr. Thomas r, now living at
Sulphur Spring, Texas, hut for
bo vera months past has been in
'New Orleans.
Di

:

1

On last
Northcntt sold to
Sat-nidayJ.-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesse M. Campbell. Ilnhler L. Waller, John
0. Cox. Carl S. Turner, all of Kedland, N. M
T. C. TiLLOT.stN, Register.
M23-JS-

Claimant names as witnesses:

Charles C. Davis, M. Clayton Baker. Georse
II. Newcombe. tliese of Nobe, N. M. John U.
Creech, of New Hope, N.SI.
Register.
T. C,

May SO, 1913,
Land office at Hoswell, N.
Notice is hereby iriven that Isaac S. Ividd,
of Allie, N. M. who. on Oct. IT. 1910. made H.
K. Ser. Koi 02:151 1, for NJ. Sec. IT, Twp. 0 S..
Knnire 37 K., N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
notice of intention to inalte three-yeaProof,
to establish claim to the Jand above described, before Will A. Palmer, U. 8.
In his ofltee. near liedland, N. M,,
on NKM NEK, See. 10. Twp. 6 S. llnne 37 E.
N. M. P. M. on Juno 84. 1BI3.
r

names

us witnesses:

David S. Hoteler, William K. Klder, Joseph
M. Mctialni, these of Allie, N. M., John D.
Piiiitt. of Uanison,. N. M.
M'.'a .h'O
T. O. Tlllotson. Heiflster.

Mow's This?

KlNNAN

it

MAKVIN,

Wtiolesule Druetzl-itfl- ,
Toledo. O.
HaM'.l raturrh Care, is taken
aetlnn
illre-t- lj'
urtrm the blood and nuiron-- i surraees ot the
dysteni. Testltaonlaln
free. I'rhe 7i cents
bott!. fnlil by all Kru'relHlP.
lake Hall's IVnlly I'H'ti (or ennstinatton.

pr

NOTICE OF CONTEST.
0220(

Department

1

865

or the Interior,

IT.

post-offic-

lys"

lut,

cn.

rs

Seo. 3. Cittle field

Wres.

S.

Vice

h
h
k Your patronage solicited;

I1

respectfully,

026.r)0

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. Muy 17. 1913.

;

Notice Is hereby iriven that Fred W. Davis,
of Nobe. N. M. who. on Oct. 4. 1912, made II.
See. 33, Twp:
for
E. Serial No.
t) S Rnnire 34 10., N. M. P. Meridian, has llled
three-yeaProof,
notice of Intention to make
to establish olalm to the lund above deH.
Comscribed, before C. E. Toombs. U.
missioner, in bis office nt New Hope N. M.
on June

w.

Scott,

02e."-o-

Getstie:

Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles C. Davis, LoulsO. Gross. Rose Davis,
M. Clayton linker, all of Nobe, N. M.
T. C. Tillotsoi. Rculster. '

:Dr. H.

:

L.Tiscus.;

0mS

S123-J2-

ffkiisieian

Notice (or Piiblleatlon.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Lund Office nt Roswell, N. M. May 10. 1913.
Notice is hereby iriven that Thomas F. Neely.
of Kemiu, N. M.. who, on July 11. 1910, made
odd. H. E. Ser. No. f3H01,. for NWW, See. S9,
Township 8 S., Rantre 33 E.. N. M, P. Meridian,
litis tiled notice of Intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Dan C. Snvaue, IT. S.
Commissioner, iu his office at Kenna, N. SI. on
June

& iSurgccit,

and 9rep,

tf

9ure, yraA S)rugs 4 'Ckemieals.
kinds 9alent Viledkines A tStoek
iStaticnern. Rubber "Seeds
Soilet Articles.

M
Stem-edies-

X

Vienna,

.

and

1
1

pU.
pk).

AO

.

PeCIAL OFFER
10 CENTS
dpostpultl our

collection

FAMOUa
Tn:oto

SIM

Ilk

lr.BUll.lb

rriU-Tft-

(IM

1 J.ks.
LITT
1 lir. Fnrly Arrow .hmti 4'anbait
1
PullertoB Marhot Imttun
Alga IU Vurlottoi CkwiM VUttr Sovtta

VA.

ROY C. McHENRY

1U

til

1.00
Writ today I PeM 10 fMntf to h.Ip pay M,tft( knd
parkins and racaiva tho abtiva "a'amuoa Collaiion,M
with our N.w and Initnirttva Uardeo Uuida. af

OKEAT NOItTllEKN SEED CO.
Mose 8U
Itooklord, Illinois

14C8

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Woodard Building,

for Publication.
OTC1G5

we will

f

.

Nolle

FOP

f.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Slva-J-i-

Fresh, Rtllable, Purs
Guaranteed lopltwt
f Everr Gardener and
Planter iljould teat ths
sutterlor meritsof Our
Northern Grown Seeua.

f

She Pienna drugstore.

33. 1913.

John A. Rovers, Judson T. Abbott, these of
Kenna, N. M., Simon E. Rlekard, James A.
McArthor, these of Route 3, Elida, N. M.
T. O. TiMn-goKItenlster.

f

Pres.

Ktrictlij a home institution

013001

W? o,1it One Hundred Dollars Howard for sat
c&so ot
'utnri'U that cannot be cured by 11110
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHK KEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the utideraltrntHl. li;ive hiimvn F. J.
for the Itutt !. yeun. and
lilia iierfectly
s
In nil tuislni'sa
and flnonetally
Abie to carry out nny
made by his flrnt.
WALD1.no.

JeffZD.. White

Xotice for rubiication.

M-- ,

Claimant

THE KENNA BANK, & TRUST CO.

K

Tim-otso-

M23-J2-

SOTK'K I'OIt Pl'DLICATION.

--

Washington,

.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. M. May 17. 1913.
Land Office at Rosw-el- l.

Notice Is hereby (,'iven that Charles C. Duvis
of Nobe. N. M. who. . on Sept. 19, 10W. made
H. E. Serial No. 02fll8.-- for NH Sec. 33, Twp.
C S, Ranne 34 E
N. SI. P.' Meridian, has filed
Proof,
notice of intention to make three-yea- r
to establish claim to the land above described
before C. K, Toombs, U. S. Commissioner,
in his office nt New Hope, N. M. on June
21, 1913.

Claimant names ns witnesses:

DAVID L. GEYER

D. C.

Panri office Practice
a Specialty
NOTICE

LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
A SPECIALTY.
Offioe in Ramona Blook

ROSWELL,

FOK PUBLICATION.

N. M.

023528

Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Orffoe at Koswell. N. M April IP, 1913.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Grover C. Griffin,

R.

of Redland. N. M. who, on Oct. 19. 1910. made 8
L.
H. K. Ser. No. 02;2tj. for SH NYYK. NH SV.'
Section It. Twp. e S.. Ranee 37 E ,',N. M. P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to
make three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim io X
NORTH 8ID- KDepartment of the Interior, 17. S. the land above described, before W. A,
Agent for the Panhandle Steam
Land Office, Roswell, N. M. May 19, 1913 Palmer. U. S. Commissioner. In his office X
Notice is lirseby given that approved neur Redland, Chaves County, N. M. on NE! x Laundry, of Amarlllo, Texas
NEK. Section 10. Twp. 0 S., Kantfe 37 E., N. O
plats of the following townships have been M. P. M. on June 14, 1913.
Phon. No 13
received in this office, and that filing appliClaimant names as witnesses:
acCCCOQCGCGCCCOOOOUO
cations for the lands embraced in said townWade II. Paschal, of Causey, N- - M.James
ships will be received on and after 9 o'clock A. Shoemaker, of Redland, N. M. Raymond
P. Rusco, and Clifton C. Ashbroolr, of Allie,
a. m , Jury 1, 1913.
N- M.
V. Tiliaitson.
Twp. 21 S R. 37 E.
SIU8
Reiflslcr
S
R. it E.
Fred W. Davis. Louis O. Gross, Rose Davis,
M. Clayton linker, all of Nobe, N. M.
T. Cy TiLixrrsoN. Iteuister.

ROBERSON,

The Barber

i

"21

"
"

Fractional

"
"
"

.

S., R. 38
9 S., R. 38
10 S., R. 38

"

"

39-E-

"

"

"

"
"

S--

.

.

'

Is ambitious to

Notice for rultlicalloii.
' OJ3..39
K.
E.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
E. Lnnd Office at Roswell, N. M. April 16, 1913.
E Notice Is hereby uiven thnt Henry C lloteler.
of Allie. N. M.. who. on Nov. 17. 1410. mude II.
E. E. for the SWX: WH NW-J- . Ser.
No 023539,

S., R. S8
J2 S . R. 38
13 S
R. 38 E.
" 14 S., R. 38 E.
" 15 S., S. 38 E.
' 16 S., R. .
" 17 S , R. 39 E.
'
18 S , R. 39 E.
" 19 S., R. 39 E.
" 20 , R. 39 E.
" 2.'! S., R. 38 E
T. C. TILLOTSON,

"
"

name ol every
young man who

S., R. 38 E.
$., R. 3t E.

" It

"
"
"

-

7
8

"
"

"

c

6

We want the

t.

-

pet-so-

Col-leutu-

Henht, Hettlste'.

Xoflce for Puhllentlon.
Department-othe Interior, ..U. S.
020500
Land Ofllcc nt Koswoll. N. M. May SO. 1013.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Notice is hereby trlvcn thnt Hiram P. Ilrown.
of Iledlnnd. N. M. who. on Nov. 17, 1910, made Land Office at Roswell. N. M. May 17, 1H3.
Notice is hereby given that Dclbert II.
If. E. Serial No. 023KM, for Lots S. 3 and 4.
Section 6; and NW! NEV, NH NW!(, See. Kinsey, of Nobe, N. M. w ho, on Oct. 30. 1912,
for KH. SWU.
T
Townsntp 6 8.. Ilnnue 3K F... N. M. P. Me- nindeH. E. Herlal No. 026.--9ridian, has tiled notice of Intention to inalie SKH: SH NEK, Sec. 20, Township 6 9., Ranite
three-yea- r
Proof, to .establish claim to the 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has llled notice of
Proof, to establnnd above described. 'before Will A. Palmer, Intention to make three-yea- r
V. S. Commissioner, in his office near Redland lish claim to the land above described, beS.
E.
Toombs, U.
Commissioner, In his
N. M. on NK'4 NKM, See. 10, Twp. 6 S., lnnge fore C.
office at New Hope, N. SI. on June II, 1913.
37 K.. N. M, P. M. on June 24, 1UI3.

Land Office nt Roswell. N. M. May 8lj l'Mj,
To Harry H. Coodman of Hopevllle, Olils.,
the highest bidder the greater Oonteslec:
part of his household goods and You are hereby notified that William C.
Bussey who rives Volley View, N. M as
other heha.gings preparatory
his
address, did on Feb. SO, 1913.
leaviiig for Texas points within Illo In this omce his duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancella
a few days.
t Ion of your homestead entry Serial No.
We regret to see Mr. Norlh-cut- t 022fit)H. made Muy 6. 4910, for SK!-f- . Seo la
8WK, Seo. 11, Twp. T S., Itanite 3t E.
leaving. TTiyy have been and
N. M. P. Meridian, and as (trounds for his
one of the old "stand
in contest he olleyes that Harry H. Goodman
wholly abandoned said tract of land. and
the coitiin unity for several years has not
has
resided upon or cultivated any part
thereof for more than two years last past.
You ire not the only one who The land is in Its original rsw state.
You are, therefore, further notl'led that
did not boliov the grasspopper
the, said olletfutlons will be (alien by this
btory last week ''They arn all office os havinir been confessed by you, and
said entry w ill be canceled thereunder
doing it ' even the. CM i iff Train your
w ithout your further ritfht to be
thereDispatcher did not believe the in, cither before this office or onheard
appeul. If
message sent him by train con- you fall to tile in this office within twenty
days itftcr the Fol ItTII publication
this
ductor and engineer.
that notice, as shown below, your answer, ofunder
en1; any iijjurj oath, specifically rneetitiL' and responding to
even, did n-tl.ese
of contest, or If you fall
with th i fact til t'l )
The within allexaltons
that lime to file In this. office due
that von have served a copy of your
gras-lio;iiestill hop and the proof
answer on the aaid contestant either in
drive wheels sr. II slid i.
person or by registered mail. If this service
is made by the delivery of a copy of your
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS.
answer to the conic-stun-t
in person, proof
of s'ich servlco mint be either the said
The his, Iia'f of 1012 taxes contestant's written .acknow ledgment of his
of the copy, showlntr the date of
will hecom" de'iii'pient June receipt
lis receipt, or the affidavit of the
by
2nd TO IS.
whom the delivery was made statins when
w here the copy was delivered: If made
nod
Under the provisit ns of the by registered mall, proof
of such service
1012 tax law a penalty of 1 per Uiust consist of the affidavit of the person
w hom the copy
by
slatin-- when
mulled
cent per month will be added and the post office to u
which it was mailed,
1 no
further notice ami this affidavit must be nccompained by
until paid, an
will be given entil taxes become theYoupostmusler's receipt for the letter.
sliould stale in your answer the name
deliiKpant.
of the post onio to which you desire future
notices to he sent to vou.
G. A. Daviseon.
T. C. Tlllotson, Register.
.Vfix-Officir,
o
Tieasuier hi
A'ay s:i. 1413.
Date of first publication
"
May SO. I'm,
C.'h:.ve
County, New "" "" second
"
third
Junes,
"
Mwi'.'".
fourth
June 13, 1')I3,

tf

C. C.

OJHNM

1

Auction sales.

II
Lonp, all of Olive, N. M.

II. Cloppert,

DepartHieut ot the Interior, U. S.

Good two room house with
good well of Yiter, locate;! near
the school house. Inquire of, '
John A. Kimmons.

i- -t

M.3

u, '

yiiinmens S&rosr

r

Tili.otson,

"

.

GROCERIES

non-con-

T. C.

all Kinds,

FANCY and STAPLE

M"-J-

X. M.

Farm Implements

"

of

M33-J2-

S.itnnl.iy.

j

KENNA LUMBER CO.

Register.

BE A LflWY

end we want to hear from ev
cry business
man who
Utat lie knew BUSINESSwishes
LAW.
but which entry was amended Feby. 3, 1913,
a,. a iiaak yoa, aaa tmJZZ
baalaaai a. .Iu," . i J Mda, rb.t
to read: WH, See.
Township 8. ltsne Ua.111
baa. al
I tK... Tata B.1...I, u.adnl t
fcaa
(Mr.
37 K. N, M. P, Meridian, has filed notice of
f,r,d,i
to a.ara aula la
k' a""-Iaiwraaaauaoraaaba
Mv-aintention to
make

three-yea- r

Proof, to estub

olul:u to the lund above described, before
Will A. Pulmer. IT. S. Commissioner, la his
office on NEV NEX. Sec. 10. Twp. 6 s. Ranue
37 K. N. M. P. M. on
10,

'

.

ft

Lam

lM
-

our

WW

our Complete Ooiiff
flu fur irutic, audi
rsc4ioal.

Law (VrniM

Uiwliir--

toe Baaioaw
Wiul
tul aJx-t-t t tho iww o4, ftud m
obiajn
tbornugn
dan
atowlad at U L.w rhll
io JtHir pfKMiuWa-ork- .
CJMjf TM--I

ytt

mi

Claimant names at witnesses:
'Clifton C. Ashbrook, Joseph M- McCuha,

lMtittn aUIf

-

tarfay la-a4
Ut
aiittraslMl sjidaa4
(b
ail
U. H. watav
tawlr ei'lMrtHtiU-Of tasM auuwvrlHg
A. Uka UUl
kW-

-

William E. LoUace, David S. lloteler. all of
Allie, N. M.
T- - C, TiLLOTSOW,
M9-JReBiste'r.

abinit (1)
Ouurae wiucli

raal

Tui ttrumvUoM4l.coitftEroiioiuitsl
II a
h

-J

AM 4iMrt4MM

Law

VUM,

Blflha

NOTICE. OF CONTEST.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
T
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
I

"GROCERIES'--

I

'

Roswell, New Mexico. May l, in J.
To Robert P. Chapman of Hunger Like, NewMexico Contcstce:

Youre

"

tint Mary

S. Hooper, who gives Ranger Lake. New Mexico ns
Ins post office address, did on April Si, 113.
die in this office bis duly corroborated a indication to contest oriel secure the enncellntion
of your homestend entry Serinl No. 01874.1.
mnde March 1. IW, for NWW. Sec. IS; Twp.
II S.. Range 36 E.. X. M. P. Meridian, and

FANCY Arfo STAPLE
All new and fresh goods. Everything that is good
to eat will be found in our store.

hereby-notifie-

d

I

NOTICE FOR

'
Department

notice for publication.
01149
1'. S.

publication.

non coal

020050

of

the

interior,

V,

l". P. Land
Office nt Fort Siimner.X. M. March r, 101:1.
N r li e l hereby given Hint Herman (I. Hods,
n April Is, Ifior, made
a, N. M , wl
of i
and K!i
II. K. No. OHIO, for Lois I nnd
.
NW'K. fc,-- 19, Township 4 H, Range 11 K N,
M.. V. Meridian, I nn tiled notice of Intention to
claim to
Piu.if. to
mi'i'i five-yea- r
the lnnd bIhivb described, before Ilan C.
Savage. I", K CommlssionerY In his office at
Kenna, N. M. on the 3rd diiy of June I9I3.

Department of the Interior,

S.

Lnnd Office at Roswell. N, M. April 1 1. 1!il3.
Notice Is hcrchy given Hint James W. Tn.vlor,
of Judson, N M who, on Nov. 14, 1912. mnde
II. E. Serin No. 026150. for KM SWSj, SEK.
Sec. 17: NEK X !f, NWK. NEK. Section".
Twp. 0 S.. Range 31 E-- X. M. P. Meildinn,
has Hied notice of intention to nin'te three
year proof, to establish clulin to the hind
above descibed. before C. E. Toombs, TJ. S,
Commissioner,
in his OTIce at New Hope,
rN M, on May 31. I'M J.

etbllh

Claimant names na witnesses:
Henry CI. I.iston. Jasper Pemberton. both
as grounds for his contest he alleges t.inl
N.M.. .IcfTD. White, John Sehirck.
Louis O. Gross, of Thornham. N. M. Fred W. of Liston.Olive,
C. C. HEX BY.
said entrymtin never made stttlcment on
N. M.
Davis, Louis N. Laughlin. these of Xohe, N. both of
Register.
said homestend nor established his residence
M.
Judson,
M.,
N.
Cooke,
A.
Reeve
of
thereon, out wholly abandoned the sume.
A 33 M23
Register.
C. TILL0T.40N,
T.
m
You are, therefore, further notified that the
Notice for Publication.
bought
All kinds of
the high07823
said allegations will bo taken by this office as
F. S.
prices.
having been confessed by you, and your said
Notice for Publication.
icpartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
entry will bo canceled thereunder without your
02(570
01 237
'illlce at Fort Sumner. N. M. Feb. 21, 1913.
Livery and feed business In connection. Call and
further right to be heard therein, either before
Notice is hereby given thnt Ilnrtley M.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
this office or on appeal. If yon falLfn Hie in this Lnnd Office
see us,
Walts, of Ellda, N. M. who, on Mnrch SI. Win.
at Roswell. X. M. April 23. 1913.
"Sffer
office within
twenty days
the KOl'imi
Notice is" hereby given Hint Leonard .1. made ndditlonnl II. E. No. 07K23. for SWK.
Publication of this notice, as shown below, your Hicks, of Elkins. N. M who, on April 13. 1907, Section 24. Township 5
Range 31 E., N. M.
answer, under oath, specifically meeting- and
.Meildinn. hits tiled notice of Inteii'ionto
H. K. 11723 Serial No. 012.in. for NWk
made
respfiiidlnit to these allegations of contest, or
to
Sec. 25; and on March 16. 1111, made ndd'l. mike threc venr Proof, to establish claim
If yon fall within that time to (lie In this office
he lnnd above described, before Dnn C.
entry Ser. No. 021.170, for S WK. Sec. 21. Twp
due proof that yon have served a copy of your 7
. h. Commissioner,
in ins onice
KENNA,
NEW MEXICO.
S. Range WE., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed Savage,
answer on the BAld contestant either in person
at Kennn, N. M. on the 2nd day of June 1913.
live
and
notice
intention
to
of
three
make
or by registered mall. If this sorvlce Is made by
Claimant names as witnesses:
year Proof, to establish claim to the lnnd
the delivery of a copy of your answer to the
Ozn P. lluller. James T. Itutler, Press H.
described,
F. Cnrroll, IT. S.
nbave
before
J.
In
person, proof of such sorvlce must
contestant
Commissioner, In his office at Elkins. N. M. Ilutler. Joseph L. Waits, nil of Elidn. N. M.
he either the said contestant's wr'tten acknowl
t'. C. IIkmiv. Register.
on June 3. 1013.
edgmcnt of Ms receipt of the copy, showing the
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
receipt,
person
or the affidavit of the
date of Its
- Notice for Publication.
Vlo R. Hnokctt. Charles M. Hall, Cephas".
by whom the delivery was mado stating when
and where
was delivered; If made by Copeland, Henry F. Hymnn, nil of Elkins, X
npnartmr-n- t
of the Interior. U. S.
M.
T. C. Tillotson.
registered mall, proof of snch service must conM3-Register.
Lnnd Office nt Roswell, N. M. April 16. 1013.
sist of the affidavit 61 the person by whom I lie
Notice Is hereby given thnt JnmcsT. Pippen,
copy was mailed stating when and tne post office
.
if Koine 3. Elidn X. M. who. on Jan. 5. 1912,
to which It was mailed, and this affidavit must
Notice for Publication.
mnde II. E. Serial No. 023572, for SEK. Sec.
be accompalned by the postmaster's receipt
Capital Paid up $500,000. Policies that Fit
0A0
11. Township 0
Itnnt'e 32 E.. N, M. P. Mefor the letter.
s
Department
U. S. ridian, 1ms filed notice of Intention to mnke
of
Interior,
the
Yon should slate In your answer the name
Land Office nt Roswell, N. M. April 26, 1113.
three- cur Proof to establish clniui to the lard
of the post office to whic h you desire future
Xotlce Is hereby given that Philip L. linker, above descrlrcd. before Dan C. Savage, IT. S.
notices to be sent to yon.
of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct. 20. 1B12, Commissioner, In his office at Kennn, N. M
T. C. TILLOTSON',
Recister. made H.E. Ser. No.
for W(i NWK. on June 2. lt'in.
May 10, 101!). Section 27; and NEK: E1 NWK, Section 2H,
Pate of first publication
Claimant names as witnesses:
" second
"
May S3, 1913. Twp. 6 S.. Range 35 K., N. M. P. Meridian
John M. f'ooner. John L. Pippen, Hiram E.
"
" " third
May 30. IMS. hns tiled notice of intention to mnke three
Jumes W.
N. M
" fourth
"
JuneO. 1013. yenr Proof, to estublish claim to the lnnd Meyers, these of Elidn.
Davis, of Judson. X. M.
nbove described, before C. E. Toombs. U S.
T. C. TimitsoM, Register.
Commissioner, In his office nt New Hope, N.
NOTICE OF CONTEST,
M. on June 3, 1913.
Notice for Publication.
014020
c 8696
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
of
Department
the
United
BUCKBEE'S SEEDS SUCCEED I
Interior,
States
Samuel C. Smlthee, Joseph W. ltnllew. Ed
f
Department of the Interior. U. S.
Land Ofllce. Roswell, New Mexico, May gar J. Slrnwn, Edwin F. Ciilmnn, all of New Land Office nt Roswell. X. M. April 22, 1913.
Hope. N. M.
T. C. Tillotson,
Mail, to nlM New Hnt.,K A trial will
Notice Is hcrebv L'iven that Samuel R. Heon,
1913.
niuue yuu our parniaucni. customer.
Register.
of Elkins, N. M. who, on Mny 2, 1910, made II.
To Elijah F. Stone, of Ellda, N. M. Conteslce:
BshlfcUTarletlsatUt.
7!
ffiilPftlnll
.'f.V.fcV-:'.a 11i
K. Serial No. n225t-ofor NWK. Sec. 14: and
i,4ismiKU:T..i.
You are hereby notified that Walter- L.
f Ibo llnesttT.mlp. 7 splATIUld ; Onln. 8 lieSl vari.- NEK, Sec. 15, Township's. Runge 27 K.. N.
Hill who fives Kenna, N. M. as his
Notice
Publication.
for
tlllAUA.NTfcKD TO IM.fcASE.
M. P. Meridian, hns filed notice of Intention
address, did on April S. 1913. Hie in this office
0H788
00930
Mention this Paper.
year Proof, to establish clnim
.
Account of New Mexico SuniJ Write
his. duly corroborated application to contest
Depnrtmont of the Interior.
U. S. Lnnd to make three
to the lnnd above described, .before J. F.
nnd secure the cancellation of your home- Office nt Roswell. N. M.
April 16, 1913.
mer School. Silver City, N. M.
1J. S. Commissioner. In his office at
E?JD 10 CENTS
stead entry Ser. No. 011020. mnde Feb. 11,
Notice is hereby given that America V. Carroll.
A to cortt poataf
May 20 to July 18, 1913.
nl pecklns; ard racatv tkt Tcltiftble
1908. for N WK. Sec. 30, Twp.
8 . Range SS E. Given, of Elkins, N. M widow of George W. Elkins, N. M, on June 3. 1913.
fk colractioo erf fcecd poHpald. lof ether ulih my big
Claimant names as witnesses:
iim(rueiivs kcftvtnui tcMand riant vook.
N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his con- Given, deceased, who, on April 21. 1908. mnde
Tickets on sale May 23rd to tjTi
WA tolls U aixJTrt tks Mitmt rarlatlas of SaikIs, Hants, cto.
TbomnsA. Williams. Samuel E Williams.
test he alleges that Elijah F, Stone hits H. E. 1IH5, Serinl No. 014788, for NWK: nnd
w.
n.
BriiM.
1st. Return Limit July
wholly abandoned said tract of land: that on Nov. E9 1104. mnde add. entry Serinl No. Jesse l ave, Ruby Faircloth. all of Elkins. N.
T. C, Tillotson.
he hns not resided upon or cultivated any 020930, for NH S WK, N' SKK, nil In Sec. 28, M.
25th. For full particulars as to
Register.
M2 M30
part thereof for more than two years Inst Twp. 7 S., Range 27 E., N. M. P. Meridian, hns
reduced rates see the Agent. .
past.
filed notice of Intention to mnke three-yea- r
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
You are, therefore, further notified that the proof, to establish claim to the land above
023435
said allegations will be taken by this office as described, before J. F. Carroll. U. S. CommisAccount Automobile Show
having been confessed by you olid your said sioner, In his office at Elkins. N, M. on June Department
of the Interior, U. S.
Notice for Publication.
entry will be canceled thereunder without 3. 1113.
Land Office nt Roswell. N. M. April24. 1913.
and Race Meet, May 23-2019603
0IS511
your further right to be heard therein, either
Notice is hereby given Unit John W. Snyder,
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Tickets on sale 22, 23 and 24. Department of the Interior, U, S. before this office or on a ppenl, If you fail to John C. Cave, Ruby Faircloth, Leonard J. of Elkins, N. M., who on Sept. '9, 1910. made
file in this office within twenty days after the Hicks,
Land Office at nowell, X. M. April 25, 1113.
Thomas A, Henderson, all of Elkins, X, additional II. E. Serial No. 02:H3, lor SWK.
Return limit May 2G.
Section 4. Township,, S. Range 28, E. N. M.
Notice is hereby given that William II. FOURTH publication of this notice, as shown M.
T. C. Tlt,i,oTJioNi,
Cooper, of Route 3, Ellda. N. M. who, on Mny below, your answer? under oath, specifically
P. Meridian, lias tiled notice of Intention to
M30
JI2
lteRlster.
Round trip fare $22.45.
29, 19U9. m.ide H. E. Ser. No.
for SK meeting and responding to these allegations of
make thiee ear Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before .1. F. Cnrroll
SE!. Seo. 7, NH NEK, Sec. 18; nnd on Aug. contest, or if you fall within that time to tile
I.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in his office at Elkins, N.
IT. S. Commissioner,
13, 1909, made ndditlonnl entry. Serial No.
in tills office due proof that you have served
043X4
F. S.
KENNA,
NEW MEXICO.
M. on June 4. 1913.
01966.1
fortheNWM Section 17. Township fl a copy of your answer on the snid contestant
S.. Range 32 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied either In person or by registered mall. If this Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
service Is made by the delivery of a copy of Office lit Fort Sumner. N.M. March 12, 1913.
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hereby
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is
thnt
Notice
your
person,
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Proof, to establish
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to the
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for
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom Meridian, hns filed notice of intention to mnke
Claimant names as witnesses:
Proof, to establish claim to 4 ho lnnd
Serial No. 0!72o7
James II. Mc Arthur, Slmou E. Riukard. the delivery wns mnde stating when and
above described, before Dun C. .Savage, If. S
Department of the Interior, U. S.
these of Route 3, Elidn, X. M.. John A. Rogers where the copy wns delivered: if made by Commissioner, in his office, at Kenna, X. M.
registered mail, proof of such service must
Land Office. Roswell. X. M. April 25, 1913.
Garden, Field and Flower Seed. Judson T. Abbott, these of Kenna, N. M;
consist of the atfldnvit of the person by whom en the 3rd day of June 1913.
T. C. Tii.lotsoh Register.
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Claimant
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slating
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the
when nnd the
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l
03515
F. S.
070U
master's receipt for the letter. You should X. M.
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Register,
Ask for Catalogue and Price List.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land state in your answer the name of the post
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office to which you desire future notices to
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. March , 1113.
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Notice lor Publication,
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A pessimist Is a man who thlnfcg
It will be

that when he gets to heaven

TO BE WHITE SUMMER

waste of time for him to look around
for his earthly neighbors.

ft

color-schem-

THAT MEANS FRE8H, COOL AND
BECOMING TOILETTES.

Mealtime
is Near

Also Practical Tub Frocks That Are
Exceedingly Chic Vivid Colors
Are Offered, However, for
Those Who Prefer

Are you smiling? Look
ing forward with pleasure
and a keen appetite or
is your stomach so bad
you "just don't care"?
Then you should try

Even where the Oriental Idea Is
lost, brilliant color la frequently used,
and odd and daring
are
exploited. Parisian dressmakers and
milliners revel In this sort of thing,
but such revels are dangerous for the
designer who has not the French
color-senswho Is not truly an artist
And so one comes back to the original proposition, that a white summer
Is a kindly thing and that the wise
woman will take advantage of the
fact that white Is exceedingly chto
at, well as becoming. Moreover, It Is
practical. Of course, It means cleansing and tubbing, but It will cleanse
and It will tub, and that is more than
can be said for a large per centage
of the colored fabrics, If they are
dainty enough to be pretty.
The woman who yields to the lure
of the delicate pinks and blues and
lilacs and greens, or of the delightful, flowered cottons, which are so
tempting In the first spring showing
after a winter of dark skies and dark
frocks, may have an attractive summer wardrobe, but It will be neither
practical nor so economical as that
of the woman's who turns her back
upon the flowery spring lines and
buys the white that Is not so bewitching In the hand, but is so eminently
satisfactory on the back.

It is a long time since summer
frocks were so alluring as those that
are being shown for the coming season. This is to be a white summer,'
so fashion authorities say, and a white
summer means fresh, cool and becoming toilettes. Even white wool has a
way of looking cool, and the average
.woman on a hot day will look cooler

Hosfefter's
Stomach Eiders
It assists digestion and
makes you "forget" all
about stomach ills.

FLOWERS FASTENED
W.

U., WICHITA, NO.

IM.

HUBBY

WAS

Distinctly New Place Found for the
Bunch of "Futurist" Blossoms Just
Now In Such Favor.

13.

LEFT GUESSING

A new place has been found for the
distinctive bunch of futurist flowers.
They have been used at the corsage,
on the hat, at the belt and on the
neck ruff. Behold them now fastened
pertly to net, lace or Ivory fan. They
are effective, too, the gaudy, stiff flowers, against the dainty white fan.
They are generally caught about the
stems to the outside stick of the fan,
and one of the flowers Is fastened securely In place farther along the stick.
Arranged In this manner they do not
Interfere with the opening and shutting of the fan.
The woman who can use a paint
brush can make a futurist fan of a
different sort by decorating a net or
lace fan with spots and blotches of
brilliant color, cerise, orange, purple
and bright green, In oil paints.

And at This Date He Still Is Wondering Just Who Was the Unklssed

Female.
Mr. Brown Issued forth from

Terrace and wended his

Fair-ban-

TO FAN

k

way

toward the village inn. An Insurance
agent named Dawson was holding
forth.
"Do you know Falrbank Terrace?"
Several nodded assent, and Mr.
Brown became more deeply Interested.
"Well, believe me, gents, I've kissed
every woman In that terrace except
one."
Mr. Brown's face assumed a purple
hue, and hurriedly quaffing his ale he
quitted the barroom. RuBhlng home,
he burst In at the door.
"Mary," he shouted, "do you know
that Insurance chap, Dawson?" Mary
nodded assent. "Well," he continued,
"I've Just heard him say he's kissed
every woman In this terrace except
one."
Mary was silent for a moment, and
then with a look of womanly curiosity said:
"I wonder which one that Is?"
Only Make Believe.
at the home of a famous
author was greeted by a little daughter of the latter. Engaging the little
girl in conversation, the visitor observed:
"Aren't you proud to think your
papa Is famous?"
The little girl nodded.
"Ha writes stories, dooBn't he?"
Lowering her voice, the child replied:
"They're not real stories; he Just
makes them up himself."

fine-looki-

A visitor

HER "BEST FRIEND"
A Woman Thus Speaks of Postum.

We usually consider our beBt friends
those who treat us best.
Some persons think coffee a real
friend, but watch it carefully awhile
and observe that it is one of the
meanest of all enemies, for it stabs
one while professing friendship.
Coffee contains a poisonous drug-caff- eine
which injures the delicate
nervous system and frequently sets
tip disease In one or more organs of
the body, if Its use is persisted in.
"I had heart palpitation and nervousness for four years and the doctor
told me the trouble was caused by
coffee. He advised me to leave it off,
but I thought J could not," writes a
Wis. lady.
"On the advice of a friend I tried
Postum and it so satisfied me I did not
care for coffee after a few days' trial
of Postum.
"As weeks went by and I continued
to use Postum my weight Increased
from 98 to 118 pounds, and the heart
trouble left me. I have used it a year
now and am stronger than I ever was.
I can hustle up stairs without any
heart palpitation, and I am free from
nervousness.
"My children are very fond of Post-aand it agrees with them. My sister
liked it when she drank it at my house;
now she has Postum at home and has
become very fond of it. You may use
my name If you wish, as I am not
ashamed of praising my best friend
Postum." Name given by Pustum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum now comes in new concentrated, form called Instant Postum. It
Is regular Postum, so processed at the
factory that only the soluble portions
are retained.
A spoonful of Instant Postum with
hot water, and sugar and cream to
taste, produce Instantly a delicious
beverage.
Write for the little book, "The Road
to Wellvllle." .
"There's a Reason" for Postum.

Shaded Effects.
At a college dance recently given In
the college theater every one marveled at the pretty girls, the
men and the general air of
happiness and enjoyment that prevailed.
Other dances given In the same
room had been successful, but there
had always been a sort of barnlike
atmosphere which no amount of gay-et- y
could dispel. One of the members
explained the
of the committee
change. The girls on the comlttee, six
of them, had bought several rolls f
deep pink crepe paper, a .ball of twine
and some pins. On the tops of
and chairs they had made and
fastened on ruffled paper shades over
every electrlo bulb In the room. The
result, for which the dancers could
find no reason, was an air of festivity
which every one noted. It was all
due to the soft yellow pink light

Pompadour Marquisette.
In white serge than In colored gauze,

however she may feel.
Naturally, colors will not be taboo.
All who want them may wear them,
not only In soft, summery tints, but In
vivid hues, startling to the eye,' for
never has this generation seen color
combinations and designs more brilliantly audacious than are shown In
many of the new fabrics, particularly
among the silks.
There are Oriental bordure stuffs
that are beautiful and not too bizarre;
and some of the Oriental designs
translated by way of the old Jouy
prints are really delightful if discreetly used.
PARASOLS

IN VARIED

May Be Practical

STYLES

'or Made of the
miest of Fabrics, Just as the
Owner May Prefer.

n

palm-shape-

d

"Worth mountains of gold," says one woman.

Bar Pins Worn .
The three-Incbar pins continue In
favor. Those with the sterling or aluminum setting holding clusters of
rhlnestones and oriental pearls make
a charming clasp for the delicate laces
that trim so lavlBhly the present day
blouses.
h

whose health has been restored and Buffering banished by Lydia .
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
"Why has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound accomplished
such a universal success ? Why has it lived and thrived and kept on
doing its glorious work among the sick women of the world for mora
than 80 years ?
Simply and surely because of its sterling worth. .The reason no
other medicine has ever approached its success is plainly and simply because there is no other medicine so good for women's ills.
Here are two letters that just came to the writer's desk only two
of thousands, but both tell a comforting story to every suffering woman who will read them and be guided by them.
MRS. WILLIAMS SAYSr
FROM MBS. D. H. BROWN.
Elkhart, Ind.
I suffered for 14
Iola, Kansas. "During theChanjre
years from organic inflammation, feof Life I was sick for two years. Before I took your medicine I could male weakness, pain and irregularinot bear the weight of my clothes ties. The pains In my sides were
Increased by walking or standing on
and was bloated very badly. I doctored with three doctors but they my feet and I bad such awful bearing
did me no pood. They said nature down feelings, was depressed In
spirits and became thin and pale
must have its way. My sister adwith dull, heavy eyes. I had six
vised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
doctors from whom I received only
Vegetable Compound an d I purchased
a bottle. Before it was gone the
bloating left me and I was not so
sore. I continued taking it until I pound
bad taken1 12 bottles. Now I am live Wash. I have now used the
stronger than I have been for years remedies for four months and cannot
and can do all my work, even the express my thanks for what they
washing. Tour medicine is worth have done forme. Mrs. Sadie Wu.
its weight In gold. I cannot praise Liams,4S5 James
it enough. If more women would Street, Elkhart,
take your medicine there would be Indiana.
more healthy women. You may use
this letter for the good of others."
i

Mrs. D. H. Bbowic, 809 North Walnut
Street, ola, Kan.
iiwjuWrite to LYDIA E. PIS 1TH1M MEDICTJTE CO.
I-

(CONFIDENTIAL)
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Your
Opportunity
Is NOW

'

A toll preparation of merit,
Help to eradicate dandruff.

For Rtorinv Color an4 '
Boauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
Mo. nd 1
at Drugviat.

In

th

Province of

Saskatchewan,
THE LATEST

FASHION

Western Canada

NOTE

Carat Ift It a wise prao&atlon against getting
boles In delicate boatery to powder tha shoes
before putting them on." Many people sprinkle
the famous antlseptle powder, Aliens Foot-H&aInto the shoes, and find that It tares Its eost ten
well
times orer In keeping boles from hosiery
as lessening friction and consequent Smarting
and aching of the feet

Do Ton desire to m et
Free Homestead o( 1 60
AOKK8 of that wall
known WhMt Tandf
la hMnmlm nuMtllauluMl
but do less Talll&hle.
KKW DIMTRTrTfl
bare recently been opened up for
settlement, and Into (beaa rell-roaara now being built. Th
day will soon ovaia when there
will be no
land jJ'"Home,tdlnf
A Hwlft Current. Saskatchewan,
farmer writes: 'l came on tur
homestead, March 190A, wltb about
l.OuO worth of horned and machinery, and just H6 In cash.
Today I
hare BOO acres of wheat. SOU acres
of oats, and 60 acre of flax. " Mot
bad for six years, but only an In
ance of what may be dona In
WeBlern Canada In Maultoba,
Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Hend at onee for Literature,
laaos. Hallway Bates, etc, w

TO&Tb..r
Va''r't,
4

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta
act surely
ble
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner dis-

II .ADTFPn

vltflTTLE

igfa

125

G. A. COOK.

W.

Mi STREET.

KANSAS

CITY.

Ma

Canadian Gorernment Agent, or
address
Hnperlntnndont of

St

'JJ SPECIAL

indigestion. W
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
"t"

Saskatchewan

HAIR BALSAM

tresscure

ii'v.f

forad vice.

LYNN, MASS.,

Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

STRAW AND VELVET

Another

"I

would not give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the
world." Still another writes, " I should like to have the
merits of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound thrown
on the sky with a searchlight so that all suffering women could
read and be convinced that there Is a remedy for their ills."
We could fill a newspaper ten times the size of this with such quotations taken from the letters we have received from grateful women
says,

step-ladde- rs

Fil-

Although practical parasols will still
be made of taffeta, filmy fabrics like
chiffon lace and tulle will be preferred
for decorative effects. Those of gay
fabrics and colorings will be made
without lace or net covering, but veiled, printed satins and silks which harmonize with so many frocks will be
popular. Stripes will be very much
used, black and white framed with a
wide, black border, as well as pin
stripes with tiny bouquets of prim
flowers flung In between.
A white silk parasol veiled with
black chiffon has a ruchlng of white
and black chiffon on the edge. Another model of this kind Is made of embroidered taffeta applied In points over
a deep border of white chiffon. A mod
el of emerald-greesilk turns upt
abruptly all around the edge. A gar-- '
den party parasol has a center of ecru
crepe figured with fruit and flowers,
terminating with a wide ruffle of lace.
The gayly ruffled empire parasol sets
out like the skirts of a belle of 1860.
A
parasol of white silk
Is shlnred so that the fullness spreads
out between the ribs like a palm leaf.
It Is edged withblack silk. A sunshade shaped exactly like a lampshade
is made of white chiffon,
and edged with crochet balls and black
velvet Also on the lampshade order
Is a parasol of gray chiffon, niched
and shirred on Its flat top, encircled
around the edge with three bands of
black chiffon.

Women Are Constantly Being Restored to
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Health
'
Vegetable Compound.

TO WOMEN

Do you realise

the fact that thousands
of women are now using

Genuine must bear Signature

iK

mL$k
Black straw Is used for this oblony
shaped bat, which Is trimmed with a
band and bow of cherry ribbon velvet
and a small bunch of flowers.

Wichita Directory

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, Inflammation or ulceraVe buy or sell
tion, caused by female ills? Women
who have been cured say "it is worth
At all points
Its weight In gold." Dissolve In water
and apply locally. For ten years the
WRITE US
Lydia B. Plnkham Medicine Co. has
J. H. TURNER
recommended Paxtine In their private
WICHITA, KANSAS
correspondence with women.
r1
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no equal. Only 60o a large box at Drug-gists or sent postpaid on receipt of
Belting, price. The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston,
Built for Everyone.
Pulleys, Shafting, Hangars, Mass.
Scales, and Engines. Write us
DAISY FLY KILLER
it interested.
STftS Si
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Novelties In Bracelets.
If your forearm Is white and
rounded. It deserves the decoration ol
a bracelet Depending upon the size
of your Income or of your earnings,
you may have a pretty and dainty
bracelet of filigree silver, of silver
links and crystals or In silver bands
Joined by tiny chains In coral. Just
a wee bit more expensive are the
beautifully engraved bangles In sterling silver and gold and a trifle beyond the Income of the
wage earner (who Is thrifty) are tha
snake bracelet ia gold, set with
well-to-d-

o

ELEVATORS
r.

Nt.

H. KLKET CONSTRUCTION
CO., 118
EMfORIA AVE WICHITA. KAN 3.

NORTH

'
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OTTO WEISS

CHICK FEED"
saves all tha little ones. Manufactured in
Wichita. For tale by all
dealers.
THE OTTO WEISS ALFALFA STOCK
FOOD COMPANY,
Wichita, Kansas.
d
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TWO FINE VEGETABLES

1,000 SETTLERS A DAY
WESTERN

CANADA MAKING
MARKABLE PROGRESS.

DONE
WITH
MUCH
8WEET POTATOES AND SQUASH.
MAY

BE

In Butter and
Sugar, Are Really Excellent-Rec-ipe
for Squash Served
In Creole Style.

First Named, Baked

RE-

Settlers from the United Kingdom
and other countries of Europe landed
In Winnipeg last week at the rate of
one thousand a day. The predicted
boom lh the populating of the prairie
provinces this spring has materialized, as It did last year, and today the
bueloBt city In America is probably
the Manitoba metropolis.
The sturdy nations of Europe are
all contributing to the rapid growth
of Canada West. Two of the largest
contingents reaching Winnipeg last
week were from Germany and Scandinavia.
The British Isles are sending out
larger contingents than ever before.
The old land newspapers are filled
s
and
with accounts of send-off- s
being given to popular townsfolk on the eve of departure for Canada.
Numerous editorials record the sentiments, bordering on despair, of the
Britons who see their towns and villages desolated by the desertion of
favorite sons and daughters. We can
sympathize with those left behind
while felicitating the young people
who have their own way to make In
the world, on their new opportunities
In the country of mammoth crops.
Scotland lost 5,000 of her ' best
blood and brawn In a single week this
month. No wonder the young, aspir
ing Scots take so quickly to Canada.
They have been reading of the tri
umphs and wonder working of Scottish pioneers in the Dominion ever
since they were "bairns." A great
part of Canada's success was wrought
by Canadians from Caledonia, and the
young Caledonians of today are eager
to demonstrate that they can do as
well out 'west as their forebears.
In addition to those from the old
countries, the United States still
keeps unln a strenuous, manner, and
Is sending Its thousands Into that new
country of the north. They takep
the free homesteads of 160 acres on
which they live for six months of
each year for three years, and then
get a deed or patent for a farm that
Is worth anywhere from $15 to $20
per acre, or, they may purchase lands
at from $15 to $18 per acre that will
yield with proper care In cultivation,
excellent returns for the time, work
and money expended. Advertisement,

Sweet Potatoes Baked In Sugar and
medium-sizetour
Butter. Steam
sweet potatoes until tender; or slice
them raw, and cook In little boiling
water for ten minutes. Drain from
the water and place a layer In the
bottom of a baking dish. Sprinkle
with sugar and spread with butter.
Add another layer of potatoes, mora
sugar and buffer. Fill the dish up
In this manner with sugar and butter
on top. Then nearly cover the potatoes with the water In which they
were boiled and place lh hot oven fdr
s
of an hour.
Sweet Potato Pudding. Boll or
bake six smooth potatoes, peel and
press through a fine sieve; add the
yolks of six eggs and beat well. Add
one and a half cups of granulated
sugar, beaten with one and a halt
cups of butter and ono pint of milk.
Beat all very light, then add the
whites of the eggs beaten to a white
foam. Mix thoroughly and add grated
nutmeg, allspice and cinnamon Jo
taste. Blend with the potatoes. Last
of all adTa glass of good old brandy.
If you use liquor to flavor. Bake for
an hour with a buttered paper over
s
of
the top for the first
an hour, then remove and let the pudding brown. Sprinkle with powdered
sugar and serve hot or cold. Half
the above quantity will make a good-sizepudding; or use only four eggs,
making up the quantity of liquid In
milk or cream. Less butter may be
used though It requires plenty of butter or cream.
Squash. Creole Style. Cut the
squash up In quarters; pare and remove ' the seeds. Cut Into Inch
squares. Wash In cold vater and put
Into a saucepan and half cover with
boiling water. Simmer gently about
half an hour and when tender drain
and press out all the water gently.
Mash as fine as possible and return
to saucepan and add salt and pepper
to taste; two tablespoonfuls of butter
and stir until thoroughly heated; then
let simmeX for a few minutes, stirring
How to Acquire More Self Control
gently to prevent burning. Serve hot
To acquire more self control and
In a covered dish with roast beef or
confidence perhaps the best step is to
chicken.
Squash, Plain Baked. Wash, wipe make yourself face disagreeable tasks
dry, cut in pieces convenient for serv- with courage.
Do not be easily roused when you
ing;, lay In a baking pan, skin side
next the pan; spread with butter, have determined on a course of action
Perhaps the most disagreeable thing
sprinkle with salt arid pepper and
bake in moderately hot oven for at one meets in the course of a business
least an hour. When done loosen up day Is the occasion for tactful yielding
the squash with silver fork; pour a what one desires to say, to be agreelittle melted butter or hot cream over able to people who do not appeal to us,
to give a pleasant answer when we are
It and serve very hot.
Squash, Maryland Style. Cut up more inclined to give a curt one in
In
pieces and pare off rind. brief, to act according to the dictates
Cook slowly In boiling water
for of conscience on any and every occa
twenty minutes, then drain. Arrange sion.
In baking pan, sprinkling each layer
RASH SPREAD TO ARMS
with sugar and spreading with butter. When dish Is full add half a cup
759 Roach Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
of water; cover closely and bake
slowly for an hour. or longer. The "At first I noticed small eruptions on
squash must be soft and transparent my face. The trouble began as a rash,
when done. A casserole Is the most It looked like red pimples. In a few
convenient dish for this method of days they spread to my arms and back.
They itched and burned so badly that
cooking squash.
I scratched them and of course the result was blood and matter. The erup
Spiced Ham.
tions festered, broke, opened and dried
Choose a fat salt ham, and If very up, leaving the skin dry and scaly.
salty let soak overnight in cold wa- spent many sleepless nights, my back,
ter. Put over the fire with juBt cold arms and face burning and Itching;
water enough to cover, and cook at sleep was purely and simply out of
a gentle simmer, about 20 minutes for the question. The trouble also caused
every pound. Remove the skin en- disfigurement
My clothing Irritated
tire and press cloves Into the skinned the breaking out
surface, dredge lightly with sugar and
"By this time I had used several
sprinkle with fine bread crumbs, mixremedies without success.
ed with butter; return to the oven The trouble continued. Then I began
cup
boiling
water or sweet to use the sample of Cutlcura Soap
of
with a
cider, and bake until the bam Is very and Ointment Within seven or eight
tender, basting often.
days I noticed gratifying results. I
purchased . a
cake of CutlFor Mackintoshes.
cura Soap and a box of Cutlcura OintMackintosh coats which have be- ment and In about eighteen or twenty
come hard and rigid may be easily days my cure was complete." (Signed)
cleaned with lime water and made to Miss Katherlne McCalllster, Apr. 12,
look as good as new. A handful of 1912.
the beat gray lime dissolved In hall
Cutlcura .Soap and Ointment sold
a bucket of water, applied with a throughout the world. Sample of each
small sponge, makes it better. Repeat free, with
.
Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
after three hours.
"Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."
Adv.
If Woolens Shrink.
Hang woolens out on the line dripHunts Hares With Auto.
ping wet. without wringing them at
Sport in a new- - form now appeals to
all. If dried In this way they will not a New Zealand farmer. Driving in a
motor car with two powerful headshrink.
lights, he bags nightly between six
French Biscuits.
and a dozen hares, the animals being
Beat the yolks of four eggs with so fascinated by the glare of the
one-hapound of sugar, add one-balamps that they become stationary
pound of flour and the stiffly whipped targets.
whites of the eggs. Flavor with al
mond or any flavoring liked, drop Id
Men frequently see visions of the
spoonfuls on a buttered tin, sprinkle blonde or brunette type.
sugar over the tops, and bake.
d
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Lovn may laugh at the locksmith.
Generous Reformer.
but It will refuse to smile over a lock
Miss Augusta I)e Peyster Is a
charming young lady of KnickerConflict, of Races Started Long Ago, of the wrong woman's hair.
bocker descent who does noble mis8eems Destined Now to Be Fought
'
Suspicion.
sionary work among New York's floutto a Finish.
"Your artist son, sir, has a very ef- ing sailor population.
fective touch."
Miss De I'ey titer's work is unlgue la
An Italian newspaper reminds us
"How much did you lend him?"
that she believes in helping the sailor,
usefully that the Balkan war began
no matter how prodigal or disHtpated
centuries ago.
In the state archives
Commercial Notation.
or nonconforming "he may be. She
at Vienna Is the declaration of war
It gives an Impressive Idea of the altio believes In a very generous, very
sent by Sultan Mehemet IV. to Em- Immensity of the international trade llberul type of charity.
peror Leopold In 1682. "Be It known carried on In vessels to tead that
Often her vlewB aro expressed In
to you, the heir of the Caesars, to the
tons of coal are consumed In a epigram, as:
king of Poland, and to your allies year In the furnaces of ships em"Don't Kcold a reprobate, for men
and omnipotent emperor of the east ployed In International
commerce. are like eggs left in hot water they
1b on the point of And there are certain modern freightand west
harden."
Invading your paltry territories. We ers which transport a ton of cargo a
Or again:
1,300,000 soldiers, on horse mile by burning half an ounce of
"As long as virtue Is Its own reand foot, to crush you utterly and lay fuel, which means moving ten barrels ward, It is apt to be spasmodic."
waste all your domains. We command of flour a mile with a piece of coal
you to await our coming In our resi- the size of a hlckorynut
Electricity and Plant Life.
dence In Vienna, where it is our inTho theory hus been advanced and
tention to have you beheaded."
backed up by experiments which are
"Sudden Willy."
But the war was even then an old
A late professor was wont to relate at least Interesting tliut pointed
story. The delightful writer who con- a rathe"r characteristic story of the leaves standing up at the top of grow-- i
.g plants attract electricity from the
tributes "The Office Window" to the boyhood of the present German emLondon Dally Chronicle tells us that peror.
atmosphere and that such electrio
while searching through some of the
The professor was conversing with forces aid materially in the growth of
earliest newspapers printed his eye Empress Frederick concerning her plants so equipped by nature'. One inwas continually diverted to news let- son, when her majesty remarked
vestigator, R. E. Dimick of Almena,
ters from the continent giving acrespecting
her eldest Wis., reports that vegetables which
counts of the unholy war which Tur- born:
were well cultivated have shown a
key was waging on Hungary and Aus"Meln Willy 1st so plotzllch." ("My smaller growth than the normal when
tria. Almost at random he copies the Willy Is so sudden.")
they had pointed wires stuck up
following from the Newes of SeptemCould anything have summed up the among them to act like lightning rods
ber 17, 1633, a grim reminder that the kaiser, as a boy and man, better than In drawing off the electricity which
Turk has remained unchanged and this colloquial confidence of his impe- Mr. Dimick believes to be attracted
unchangeable for these 250 years at rial mother.
by points and needful to plant life.
least:
Unsympathetic.
"Vienna, Sept. 6. In Austria every
The following story. Is one of John
Fifth Man is to bear Armes; and they
hope to raise 20,000 Men upon that Drew's favorites:
A man lost his life in a great flood.
Levy to secure the Frontiers. At this
Thousands suffer
He was dead, but in the spirit world
kidney ills unawares
instant comes fresh Intelligence of
not knowing that
Turks, and as many Tartars, pass- he lived over and over again the apthe backache,
ing the Waegh, and that they carry palling scenes and Incidents through
dull, nervall before them with Fire and Sword." which he had just passed. It seemed
ous, dizzy, all tii;d
he must talk It ovtttawlth
And again: "We hear that upon the to him-tha- t
condition are often
third Instant the Enemy has beaten some one.
due to kidney weakHe therefore approached an elderly
our Foot by the River Waegh, and
ness alone.
Possess'd himself of the narrow Pas- man and told him the story of how
Anybody who sufsages between the Hills, where he has he died, giving a vivid word picture
fers constantly from
backache should susburnt divers Town and Villages, and and making a lurid tale. To his great
pect the kidneys.
Massacred many Thousands of People, surprise, the old man showed little
Sumo irregularity
striking off the heads of some, putting Interest; In fact, he appeared to be of
the secretions may
others In Chains . . . and cutting bored. At last, being rather annoyed
give lust the needed
to pieces Young and Old without Dis- at such Indifference, he asked the
proof.
reason.
tinction or Mercy."
Doan's Kidney
"Don't you know who I am?" asked
Pills have been curthe other.
ing backache and
JUDGE CURED, HEART TROUBLE.
sick kidneys for over
"Why, no, I don't," was the answer.
Every Pltturt
fifty years.
only
"I've
arrived."
Just
TilhaSttrj"
I took about 6 boxes of Dodds Kid"Well,"
am
said
Noah."
other,
"I
the
A North Dnkota Can
ney Pills for Heart Trouble from
Mm. O. 3. Tyler. Cnntlo, N. D., wi rs! "My font
which I had suffered for 5 years. I Mrs. Wlnslow'a
limbs wore swollen unit 1 roul.ln't sltiop un
and
Syrup for Children
My buck whs luuie
account (if kiilney wtmkm-sshad dizzy spells, my eyes pulled, teething, softens Boottilnff
and sore and felt tiilserutile. iH.un'a Kidney
the gums, reduces
Tills cured um utid when liuve hud oeeusion to
my breath was
paia.cureu wind college & buttlejUv
Use Ihein bluco, tbey liuve never lulled tue."
short and I had
Get Doan's at Any Store, 50c Box
chills and back
Naturally Indignant.
ache. I took the
"Did you tell your troubles to a poCO., BUFFALO. N. Y.
pills about a year liceman?" "Yes," said the man who
ago and have had had been robbed.
"And I tell you
no return of the that policeman was indignant.
Hie
Hurler Lrnf Tobacco,
palpitations. Am hold-uCI (iMinlnoWhlto
man hadn't even asked his 1?
l In Him worlU. Hi lbs. II
aJll6
Hpt'clul irifH to UK'nU uud
.if.
now 63 years old, permission to operate on his beat." momhunU.
Julia J . Coy lo. OwUutuvUltt, Run nick.
able to do lots of
Judge Miller.
manual labor, am
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
wifflmrs
I found Dodds Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter If you wish. I
The women who have used
nn
am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly,
Dr.
Judge of Gray Co.
8
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Prescription
will tell you
Correspond with Judge Miller about
freed
them
from mm
that
it
remedy.
this wonderful
Helped
over
paintul
periods in
them
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
their life and saved them many a day
Assist Nature
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
now and then,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Houseliold
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
with
gentle
a
National
Anthem
music
of
also
Hints,
ago for the womanly system, by R.V.
eathartio Dr.
(English and German words) and
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
Pierce' Fleas-an- d
for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
Adv.
Pellet tone
since by dealers in medicine to the
up and invigorbenefit of many thousand women.
His Idea.
ate liver and
Now If you prefer you can obtain Dr.
"Could you call a dog's chasing of
bowels. Be sure
Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets at
his tall an economic pursuit?"
your druggist at $1 per box, also in 50c
you get what
"I don't see how."
size or send BO one cent stamps to Dr.
you
ask
for.
K V. IHerctL. llufTaln. N. Y. tar trinl hnr
"Isn't he trying to make both ends
meet?"
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Backache Is aWarning
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Pierce' Favorite
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PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
r.

One 10c package colors all fiheri. They dye incoM water Vtterthsn any other dye. Too can
Color more roods briirhter and faster colon than any other
tfyaany garment without ripping apart. Writ for Iree booklet How to Dye. Pleach and Mm Colore. MONBQC URtIC COMPANY, Qulacy, III.

Masterfulness Checked.
"I've' a good mind to go and Jump into the river," said N. Peck, at the end
of a little domestic discussion, as he
picked up his hat and started out.
"You come back here," said his wife.
"If you Intend any such trick as that,
Just inarch upstairs and put on your
old clothes before you start"
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W. L. DOUGLAS
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When a woman can. arrive at satisfactory conclusions without expressing them, that Is wisdom.

m

IHtugifia ttinr are not for aalr In your Tlcinlty, orrtar
.
Iter of the faintly, at all
liv
tftrr mem nm,
w i
rsnwi rmii Misvituf)
iiiiiiruirii
ljr until,
C'lktMloc.
It will nhow you liuw to onter
and why you otvn a&v inuney on your footwear.
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Men's $3.50 and $4.00
shoea in the world.
A ak Tour denier to show you
W. I- - louirlaa SS.fiO, JM.OO and
.du anoe. j ust an kochi hi aiyie,
t and wear an other m ultra com tin a: Jl. 00 to 7 00
trie only dirt tare nee ia the prioe. mhkmi hi all
aivtea ana anapea to unit everynouy.
learners,
ji you
eouiu vimii w.
ioiiriaB large utfto-rle- e
at Brockton, Matt.,i. and nee fur yourm'lf
how carefully V. I.. Douirla Ittw are luiide.
you would then understand wliv they nra warranted
to ni netier, iook oeiir, noiu I neir rtnape auu wear
long-ethan any other wake fur the price.
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Signature of
In Use For Over SO Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

fiiitftrlnff or waak

B-o-

The largest makers of

Mothers

Get the blunt man to come right to
the point.

$3io $3 JLO
4.j50 AND
SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

womenS
!C0UNTU

BEST BOYS SHOES in the WORLD
$2. 00. 92.60 and $3.00,

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
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Womanhood
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brushes, broom, dustpans, and sc
forth, and you will And it very much
better than cord, as it stays cleaner
looking, where cord looks colled.
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For Hangers.
Use a small wire for hanging
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MOST SUPERSTITIOUS

THREE GOOD INDIAN

OF BALL PLAYERS

PLAYERS

8ockalexls, Jack Meyers and Chief
Bender Only Ones to Be Rated
as First Class.
.'

?

Comparatively 'few Indians have
made good In professional baseball.
In recent years those who have suc
ceeded to regular positions with either American or National League
clubs can be counted upon the fingers
of one hand.
Athletic trainers and coaches have
wondered at this. It Is all the more
surprising when one stops to consider
that of all the nations there Is none
which can boast of more natural athletics than the aborigines.
Some
mentors have tried to explain It by
saying that the race has been retro
gressing. This, of course, may be In
great measure responsible
for the
condition.
Whatever the reason, it remains a
fact that only Sockalexls, Jack Meyers and Chief Bender have attained
fame as big leaguers. Other Indians'
have made good In the minors and
have been given trial In fast company, but they have Invariably fallen
Just one notch shy In their major
league ability.
Notable among these were Jude, a
reservation Indian, and II Roy, a Chippewa. They have always been among
the best in tholr respective minor associations, but have lacked an Indefinite something so frequently the case
with good minor leaguers.
Now Jim Thorpe has been added
to the list, and in St. the Browns
may have an Indian playing shortstop
for them. Balentl, who had a trial
with Cincinnati for a time, has been
turned over to George Stovall.
Sockalexls was regarded as one of
the best players of his time about
thirteen years ago. He played for
four year with Holy Cross, and then
played for about two seasons with
Cleveland, but firewater
was the
cause of his downfall.
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BOSTON VETERAN GOING WELl
Arthur
York

Devlin, Formerly With New
Giants, Refuses to Be Dislodged at Third.

Arthur Devlin, formerly of the New
York Giants, la filling the third base
No. 13 and that the check for $10,000 ob for the Boston Braves. Devlin is
which he sent to the national commis one of the veterans of the diamond,
sion as a guarantee that the rules
would not be violated was mailed on
the 13th. Chance was In such bad hu
mor that many of the players shunned
him as much as possible. At the start
of the second game In Philadelphia the
Cubs leader was harboring a terrible
grouch.
In the second Inning of the second
game Chance lost his temper com'
pletely when RIgler called a strike on
him, and he said something to the
umpire that was not audible to the
people In the grand stand and smote
the ground saveagely with his bat.
Later he showed his Irritation again
when Catcher Kllng called for three
balls to catch Collins stealing when
Baker was at the bat. Baker than singled through Chance, and the latter
fell on his face trying to stop the drive.
As ho came up with his mouth full of
dirt be looked daggers at Kllng and
rjin.-.g- g
openly accused the latter of sacrificing mm
mix..
the team's chances of winning In order
to protect or better his own personal
record behind the bat. After looking
at Kling for a little while he' yelled:
Arthur Devlin.
"You call wasto balls on Baker for
fear Collins, will get another stolen but Is still able to play a star game
base on you. You do that again and and keep the youngsters from forcing
him out of fast company. At one
you'll sit on the bench."
time Devlin was considered about the
best third baseman In the land.

Manager Frank Chance of New York Highlander.
Nearly every ball player on the
verge of a great series is extremely
nervous, Irritable and ready to take a
poke at hla very best friends, but the
champion of thorn all Is Frank Chance,
former manager of the Cubs and, now
leader of the New York American
league team. As every ball tosser
knows. Chance la a chronic grouch
and one of the most superstitious men
that ever appeared on the diamond.
A photographer was lucky enough to
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Harry Davis.
pet" the Cubs' leader to smile when
posing for a picture with. Captain Da
vis of the Athletics before the world'B
series started. It was the first time
the peerless leader had smiled In
weeks.
Shortly after the train bearing t!
(players left Chicago for Philadelphia
to start the series several men began
to sing. It was O. K. until they came
to the song "Casey Jones." Chance
thinks that song Is the jinks, lie lm
mediately jumped up from his seat
and announced that the first man who
sang that song again would be fined
$500 and suspended.
Leaning to that old superstition that
history repeats Itself, Chance opened
the series with Orvillo Overall in the
box. In two other world's championship contests Orvle won the first
game. but after the Athletics pounded Overall all over the diamond
Chance was In extra bad humor.
On opening his mail after the game
Chance received a letter from a Chicago rooter which was dated 13 and
In which the fan wlahed him luck, as
It waa bis thirteenth season In fust
company. Matters were made worse
When he discovered that la berto was

Manager McGraw claims that the
Giants ure now In winning form.
Manager Miller Huggins would like
to have a few more Lee Magees on
his team.
If there Is any player the White Sox
hate to face It Is Joe Lake of the Detroit Tigers.
Manager Chance would like to have
a couple more Ray Keatlngs on his
New York team.
Charley Dnoln is the only member
of the Philadelphia team who lit hitting the ball hard.
Manager Griffith claims that Eddie
AlnsmHb, his backstop, Is the greatest
catcher In the country.
Al Demaree, the young Giant hurler,
Is being balled ai the pitching senna
tioit of the 1913 season.
'

The Brooklyn pitchers are going to
give the other teams in the league
a lot of trouble this year.

NEW MEXICO

GABRIEL GALLEGOS INSTANTLY
KILLED BY RAMON GAICIA.

IN BRIEF

Victim of Shooting Was Son of Sheriff, and Managed Gallegos
Store In San Jose.

Western Newnpaper Vnlnn News Service.

a
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IN

Dates for Coming Events.
Juno
Twelfth Tteunlon of Scottish Rita MnHuna, at AlbuquerquR.
Sept. 29 to Out. 4. State Fair at Albuquerque.
October.
Pumpkin Pie Day at Max16-1-

Wetern Newspaper Union Nowa Service.
Las Vegas, N.M. While Walking
out of the parish church at Santa
Rosa, where he hnd just witnessed the
ceremony which united In marriage
Manuel Segura and Cnrlota Martinez,
Gabriel Gallegos, son of Sheriff Roman Gallegos of Son Miguel county,
vas shot and Instantly killed by
Ramon Garcia.
It is not known whether the killing
was premediated or even intentional,
as It Is stated It may have been due
to the carelessness of Garcia In handling his revolver while firing a salvo
in honor of the bride and groom. Deputy District Attorney Chester Hunker went to San Jose where he made
n rigid investigation of the tragedy.
Sheriff Gallegos left for San Jose
Immediately upon being Informed of
the killing. The sheriff was In bad
condition to undertake
the journey,
IiEvIng been painfully injured, when
bis buggy was upset on the hills west
of town when the official was returning from the forest fire. He was
greatly shocked by the news of the
tragedy, which came by telephone. Details of the killing Of young Gallegos as told over the telephone by an
official of San Jose, state that the
wedding party, surouniled by a number of friends, had hardly emerged
fiom the church when 'the noise of
revolver firing was heard. Ramon
Garcia was seen upon the street In
front of the church brandishing a
large revolver. As young Gallegos approached, Garcia fired agsftn and Gallegos fell to the ground. His friends
rushed to him, but It was found that
('eath had been instantaneous.
Garcia Immediately was arrested by
a deputy sheriff, waived preliminary
examination and was bound over to
the District Court. A coroner's inquest, which was held previous to
the hearing, resulted In a verdict to
the effect that Gabriel Gallegos had
met his death at the hands of Ramon
Garcia.
Officers For Good' Roads Organization.
The New Mexico
Albuquerque,
Good Roads Association elected the
following officers at the meeting
held here: President R. E. Twit-chelEast Las Vegas. General Vice
President Francis E. Lester, Las
duces. Secretary E. L. Grose, Albuquerque. Treasurer John Becker, Jr.,
Belen. Executive Committee Don J.
Rankin, D. K. B. Sellers, A. B.
Stroup, Albuquerque. Auditing Committee J. W. Corbett, Mountainair,
Lee F.
W. M. Atkinson, Roswell;
tlliott, Las Cruces, besides the above,
and organizer were
a
chosen for each county.
l,

Fruit Prospects.
Rio Grande. A glance at the
bearing orchards shows that nearly
every kind of plum will bear this
year In abundance, the trees being
leaded with fruit the size of an olive
seed and larger. Apples are safe "and
a very heavy crop Is anticipated, late
peaches and pears will be very plentiful, while early peaches and apricots
will be rare Instances of protected

Calsbad Invites Japs to Locate.
Carlsbad. The Carlsbad chamber .'f
Fourteen of Fastest Native Filipino commerce has' extended an urgent InPlayers Coming to This Counvitation to Japanese farmers in Calitry for Games.
fornia to Immigrate to New Mexico
and take up homes In the lower Pecos
A crack
baseball team valley. The invitation was sent to V.
composed of fourteen of the fastest J. Lukins, Japanese-roinmerc- ial
repplayers In the Philippines, has left resentative at Los Angeles.
Manila for a .tour of Japan and the
United States. The team expects to
Final Decree In Railroad Case.
arrive at San Francisco about June
25.
Santa Fe. In the District Court beThe aggregation of athletes la
under the management of Director fore Judge Abbott, in the case of the
Alejandro Albert, Team Manager E. Pittsburg Trust Company against the
F. Wllleta and Advance Agent Arthur New Mexico Central railroad, Jude
E. McCann.
Abbott signed the degree of foreclosThe program calls for about twelve ure, appointing Judge Lorin C. Collins
games In Japan with the leading col- as master for selling the property for
leges. One game In Hawaii, en route, the purpose of foreclosing the mortand about fifty games In the United gage of the bond holders. The. road
States with class "C" and "D" league will probably be sold by July 1.
teams, the fastest semlproo and college teams. y
Scottish Rite Reunion at Santa Ft.
The natives here have made wonpage
F6. The twenty-fou- r
Santa
progress
In
derful strides
the
of the
national game and the managers of book recently Issued, with announcethis team are confident that their ments of the twelfth reunion of the
boys will make a creditable showing. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite,
-- Although the members of this team
Valley of Santa F5, Orient of New
are all Filipinos, no two of them Mexico, la a handsoma piece of typogspeak the same language, so they are raphy. The reunion will be held in
obliged to speak In a tongue other this city June 16, 17 and 18, 1913.
than their own In order to carry on a
conversation among themselves.
Caught by Cave-in- .
John Keith, an
Carrizozo.
Leonard Shows Well.
Dutch Leonard, the recruit hurler of
In Ixmcoln county, was burled
the Red Sox, has been showing up fin
of earth In tho botbeneath a cave-iand It la most likely that he will b
tom of a prospect hole near White
retained by Manager Jake atabi.
Oaks.
PLAY
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TRAGEDY AT SAN JOSE

PHILIPPINES

old-tim-
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.

well.

Cotton planting Is being pushed at
benilng.
There is talk of Incorporating
of Fort Sumner.
The coal miners employed at Hea- ton went out on a strike.
Alfalfa at the present time is selMng
in Mogollon for $50 per ton.
A telephone toll line from Roswell
to McDonald Is being considered.
A dynamite explosion at Bosley's
cr.inp near Maxwell caused a lot of ex- cltement and little damage.
The loss of cattle and sheep In the
Logan country has not been so groit
as stockmen and sheepmen expected,
In fact it has been very light.
'
J. F. Hancock of Las.Criices was ar
rested on the charge of horse stealing.
Better mail delivery from Roswell
to McDonald and other plains towns
is asked.
Bishop McConnell has been assigned
by the International Board of Bishops
of the M. E. church for the Utah Mis
sion Colorado, Wyoming and New
the-tow-

Mexico.

Frank II. Strong of Albuquerque,
who purchused the Manby ranch near
Watrous some time ago, has sold that
property to Dr. J. E. Kraft of Albuquerque.
Reuben Ortega, son .of Santiago Ortega of Questa, was instantly killed
by lightning. His skull was very badly crushed and even his shoes were
torn from his feet.
Benny Chavez of Trinidad Colo.,
won on points from Eddie Marino of
New York In a
battle staged
at Elks' theater by- the New Mexico
Athletic Club at Albuquerque.
s
One hundred and fifty
boosters from all sections of New
Mexico gathered In Albuquerque to attend the annual convention of the New
Mexico Good Roads Association.
According to the general summary
for April for the New Mexico section
issued by the Santa F6 weather bureau the temperature of the. month
averaged considerably below the normal.
i
Charged with the murder of her
husband, Fernando Ortiz, Mrs. Caye--lan- o
Silva de Ortiz will be brought to
trial at the fall term of the District
Court for Guadalupe county at Santa
Itosa
While coming Into Santa Fe from
the forest fire, Sheriff Roman Gallegos and Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez
were painfully hurt when their, horse
walked Into a big ditch and turned
the buggy over.
The derrick' and equipment of the
recos Valley ell and Gas Company,
oer the Brown well near Artesla,
was totally destroyed by fire. Several
hundred barrels of oil In tanks near
the well was also burned.
At the meting of the board of commissioners of
they ordered
the payment of Treasurer Downes'
back pay, which had been accumulat
ed for more than a year and which
amounted to about $4,000.
The El Paso and Southwestern aaa
been authorized by the corporation
commission to Issue a rate of one and
fare for the round trip for
the summer session of the Silver City
Normal School to be held at that
place, good from May 26 to July 15,
applicable on all points west of 1
Paso via Demlng to Silver City.
Governor McDonald has appointed
the state traveling auditor, Howell
Earnest, of Santa Fe, aa a delegate
to the National Association of Supervisors of State Banks, which will be
Tield at St. Paul, Minn., June. 5!.
Governor McDonald declined to Interfere with the mandate of the Supreme Court affirming the death penalty on the 16th for Domecio Delga-dlll-o
for murdering his swetheart,
Zoledad Zarrino, last September.
That the causes and circumstances
surrounding the killing of Flo Hodge
Arnold at her home near Ranger Lake
will never become known to the public was made certain in the District
Court at Roswell when Joel Harvey
Arnold, the woman's husband, pleaded
guilty to murder In tho second degree.
The diplomas for the graduation of
twenty-seveyoung men from the New
Mexico Military Academy have been
received by the superintendent of public instruction.
They will be duly
signed by the governor and the super
intendent and returned to Colonol
James W. Wilson of the academy and
signed by the board of regents. Tho
araduatlon occurs May 27.
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